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EXECUTIVE SUMMAR Y

I .

	

BACKGROUN D

The Soviet Union is a multi-national state .

	

It is the homeland for almos t
100 ethnic groups ("nationalities") .

	

These ethnic groups are extremel y
diverse culturally, religiously, and linguistically . Russians, the larg-
est nationality, comprised a bare majority -- 52 percent -- of the Sovie t
population at the time of the last census in 1979 .

The Russians speak a Slavic language and are traditionally Orthodo x

Christian in religion .

	

About two-thirds of the remainder of the Sovie t

population is composed of members of nationalities that are traditionall y

Christian, and about one-third is composed of members of nationalitie s
that by tradition are Moslems .

	

A small number also adhere to other reli -

gions, such as Buddhism .

II .

	

PURPOSE AND KEY FINDING S

A common perception in the West is that the Soviet government has tried i n

every way possible to assimilate -- to "russify" -- the non-Russian na-

tionalities .

	

That all non-Russian children must study the Russian lan -

guage in schools is regarded as evidence for this perception .

The increasing knowledge of the Russian language by members of non-Rus-

sian ethnic groups is also commonly interpreted as evidence of the succes s
of the government's russification effort .

The purpose of this project is to explain the differences among non -
Russian ethnic groups in the Soviet Union in their tendencies to russif y

linguistically and ethnically .

The project develops new methods and cultivates sources of informatio n
that have not been used extensively before in the study of Soviet ethni c

change . Specifically, a method of estimating the different rates of eth-

nic reidentification (assimilation) of Soviet nationalities is presented .

In addition, new information about the role of different languages in th e

Soviet schools is developed . This informmation helps to explain why So-

viet educational policy generally has not actually contributed to the as-

similation (ethnic russification) of ethnic minorities .

The conclusions reached on the basis of these new methods and source s

differ from conventional Western understandings of Soviet nationalitie s

policy and of ethnic and linguistic change . The most striking of thes e

conclusions are the following .

1 .

	

BILINGUAL EDUCATION POLICY .

	

The Soviet Union's policy toward th e

use of Russian and the non-Russian languages in education can bes t

be described as a bilingual education policy, not as a policy o f

linguistic russification . The main effect of this policy i s

bilingualism,not the elimination of the use of the non-Russian languag -

es .

-a
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a) INCREASING SUPPORT FOR MANY OF THE NON-RUSSIAN LANGUAGES .

	

Sinc e
1940, while there has been a decrease in the extent to which th e
non-Russian languages have served as the primary media of in-
struction in the schools, there has been an increase in the ex -
tent to which these languages have been taught as subjects of
study in the schools .

b) BILINGUAL EDUCATION DOES NOT NECESSARILY ELIMINATE NON-RUSSIA N
LANGUAGES .

	

How far in the school curriculum the non-Russia n
languages are used as the primary media of instruction strongl y
affects whether non-Russians learn Russian as second language ,
but has little effect on whether non-Russians abandon thei r
traditional group language and adopt Russian as their native
language .

How far in the school curriculum the non-Russian languages ar e
taught as a separate subject of study, however, strongly affect s
whether non-Russians abandon their traditional group languag e
for the Russian language as native language .

The Soviet policy of increasing the availability of native-lan-

guage instruction in language and literature for most non-Rus-
sian ethnic groups, even while decreasing the use of the non -
Russian languages for teaching other subjects, such as math o r
science, should therefore increase bilingualism in Soviet socie-
ty without immediately threatening the maintenance of non-Rus-

sian languages as native languages .

2 .

	

RUSSIANS ARE NOT RAPIDLY ASSIMILATING THE NON-RUSSIAN ETHNI C
GROUPS . About 1 percent of the non-Russians who were age 0-38 a t
the time of the 1959 Soviet census and who survived to the 1970 So-
viet census date changed their ethnic self-identification to "Rus-
sian . "

a) NONE OF THE MAJOR INDIGENOUS SOVIET NON-RUSSIAN NATIONALITIE S
APPEARS TO BE ASSIMILATING RAPIDLY .

	

All groups whose officia l
homelands in the Soviet federal system have the status of "union
republic" show little net change in ethnic self-identification
between censuses .

b) UKRAINIANS AND BELORUSSIANS ARE NOT BEING RUSSIFIED RAPIDLY .
About 1 percent of those age 0-38 in 1959 who belonged to a
non-Russian Slavic group changed their ethnic self-identifica-
tion to Russian by 1970 .

The widely held impression that Ukrainians and Belorussians ar e
strongly prone toward ethnic russification is probably attribu-

table to the fact that there are so many non-Russian Slays .
Since there are so many non-Russian Slays, even if they had a
low rate of ethnic russification, a large number of them woul d
change to Russian ethnic self-identification .
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Therefore, non-Russian Slays who changed their ethnic self-i-

dentification probably account for over half of the Russian gai n
through assimilation .

c) MANY SMALL ETHNIC GROUPS ARE BEING RUSSIFIED RAPIDLY . Among
ethnic groups that are similar to the Russians in traditiona l
religion and whose official homelands are in the Russian Republ -
ic, rates of russification are usually high . In extreme cases ,
as much as 30 percent of adolescents changed their ethnic self -
identification to Russian between 1959 and 1970 .

III .

	

PRIORITY AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARC H

The current project points to the need for further research on severa l
topics, two of which are especially important .

A. DETERMINING THE ETHNIC MAKEUP OF SOVIET ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS

The smallest administrative unit for which recent Soviet censuses re -
port data on the ethnic composition of the population is the province (fo r
the urban and rural areas as a whole) .

	

Soviet censuses do not provid e
data for small units comparable to the "census tracts" employed in th e
U .S . Census .

Consequently, from Soviet census data, determination of the extent o f
ethnic mixing in the USSR is restricted to measurement within large popu -
lation aggregates .

We think it is possible to make much more refined estimates of ethni c
composition than are currently feasible with Soviet census data .

	

Thes e
estimates can be valuable for a variety of purposes, including determinin g
the ethnic composition of Soviet border territories .

B. RE-ESTIMATION OF SOVIET POPULATION STATISTIC S

There are some significant problems with available data on the Sovie t
population .

	

Insufficient awareness of these problems has led to question -
able conclusions about Soviet population problems and trends .

Four problem areas with Soviet population statistics that requir e
further technical demographic work are identified :

	

mortality, the ag e
composition of the Soviet population, fertility, and population growth .
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I .

	

OVERVIE W

The main purpose of this project is to explain the differences amon g

non-Russian ethnic groups in the Soviet Union in their tendencies to rus-

sify linguistically and ethnically .

	

Two primary sets of factors can ac -

count for the differing tendencies :

	

(1) social-demographic factors an d

(2) political factors .

	

The main social-demographic factors are urbaniza -

tion, education, and inter-ethnic group contact .

	

The main political fac -

tor is the degree of official governmental support given to the culture s

and languages of the ethnic groups ; the prime indicator of such suppor t

examined in this project is the availability of schooling in the tradi-

tional language of a non-Russian ethnic group .

The project also develops new methods and cultivates sources of infor-

mation that have not been used extensively before in the study of Sovie t

ethnic processes .

	

Specifically, the project presents a method of estimat -

ing the different rates of ethnic reidentification (assimilation) of So -

viet nationalities .

	

In addition, the project develops data about the us e

of languages in schools that help to explain why this policy may or ma y

not encourage linguistic assimilation .

Some of the conclusions reached on the basis of these new methods an d

sources do not support the conventional Western understanding of Sovie t

nationalities policy and ethnic processes .

	

The most striking of the con -

clusions are listed in outline below .

	

The empirical research supportin g

these conclusions is summarized in the next section of this report .

	

Thre e

working papers (Anderson and Silver 1981, 1982a, 1982b) provide a fulle r

analysis and explanation of the technical aspects of the research .

1 BILINGUAL EDUCATION POLICY . The Soviet Union's policy toward th e

use of the non-Russian and Russian languages in education can bes t

be described as a "bilingual education policy," not as a policy o f

russification .

	

The main effect of this policy is bilingualism, no t

the liquidation of the non-Russian languages .

a) INCREASING SUPPORT FOR MANY NON-RUSSIAN LANGUAGES .

	

Since 1940 ,

while there has been a decrease in the extent to which the non -

Russian languages have served as the primary media of instruc-

tion in the schools, there has been an increase in the extent t o

which these languages have served as subjects of study in th e

schools .

b) BILINGUAL EDUCATION DOES NOT NECESSARILY ELIMINATE NON-RUSSIA N

LANGUAGES .

	

How far in the school curriculum the non-Russia n

languages are used as the primary media of instruction strongl y

affects whether non-Russians learn Russian as second language,



but has little effect on whether non-Russians abandon thei r

group's traditional language and adopt Russian as native lan-

guage .

	

How far in the school curriculum the non-Russian lan -

guages are used at least as a separate subject of study, howev-
er, strongly affects whether non-Russians will abandon thei r
traditional group language for the Russian language as nativ e
language .

The Soviet policy of increasing the availability of instructio n
in the language and literature of most of the non-Russia n
groups, even while decreasing the use of non-Russian language s
for teaching other subjects (math or science) should therefor e
increase bilingualism in Soviet society without immediatel y
threatening the maintenance of non-Russian languages as nativ e

languages .

2 .

	

RUSSIANS ARE NOT RAPIDLY ASSIMILATING THE NON-RUSSIANS .

	

About 1
percent of the non-Russians who were age 0-38 at the time of th e
1959 Soviet census and who survived to the 1970 Soviet census dat e
changed their ethnic self-identification to "Russian . "

a) NONE OF THE MAJOR INDIGENOUS SOVIET NON-RUSSIAN NATIONALITIE S

APPEARS TO BE ASSIMILATING RAPIDLY .

	

All groups whose officia l

homelands in the Soviet federal system have the status of "union

republic" show little net change in ethnic self-identification

between censuses .

b) UKRAINIANS AND BELORUSSIANS ARE NOT BEING RUSSIFIED RAPIDLY .

About 1 percent of those age 0-38 in 1959 belonging to a non -

Russian Slavic group changed their ethnic self-identification to

Russian by 1970 .

The widely held impression that Ukrainians and Belorussians ar e

strongly prone toward ethnic russification is probably attribu-
table to the fact that there are so many non-Russian Slays .
Thus, even if non-Russian Slays have a low rate of ethnic russi-

fication, a large number of non-Russian Slays can become self-i-

dentified Russians .

	

Non-Russian Slays who changed their ethni c

self-identification probably account for over half of the Rus-

sian gain through assimilation .

c) MANY SMALL ETHNIC GROUPS ARE BEING RUSSIFIED RAPIDLY .

	

Amon g

ethnic groups that are similar to the Russians in traditiona l

religion and whose official homelands are in the Russian Republ-

ic, rates of russification are usually high .

	

In extreme cases ,

as much as 30 percent of adolescents changed their ethnic self -

identification to Russian between 1959 and 1970 .

During the past two years, the bulk of the work on this project wa s

conducted at Brown University and at Michigan State University, the hom e

institutions of the principal investigators .

	

During the 1982-1983 academ-

ic year, the work is being conducted at the Russian Research Center o f

Harvard University, where both of the investigators have been appointe d

Visiting Scholars .
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The main research results presented in the next section of this repor t

represent interim products for three of the main segments of the large r

project .

	

In each of these segments we have a working paper .

	

Each pape r

was presented during the past two years at a national professional meetin g

and will be integrated into the monograph being prepared during the cur -

rent year . Some important segments of the project have- not yet been writ -
ten up ; we summarize other research results in Section III .

	

In addition ,
as a by-product of the current project, we became aware of several topic s
that we believe merit attention in the future . We identify a few of thes e
in Section IV .
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II .

	

SYNOPSIS OF FINDING S

We have presented three papers from this project at national profes-

sional meetings (Anderson and Silver 1981, 1982a, 1982b) .

	

Most of ou r
findings to date are in those papers .

	

In this section, we summarize eac h
paper .

	

Technical details, detailed citations, and full results are pro-
vided in those papers .

A . EQUALITY, EFFICIENCY, AND POLITICS IN SOVIET BILINGUAL EDUCATION :
1934-1980

The education policy of the USSR is particularly interesting because o f
that country's enormous ethnic diversity, the Soviet state's officia l
ideological commitment to the egalitarian treatment of ethnic groups, an d
the Soviet Union's long and extensive experience with bilingual education .
Although the Soviet Union has had longer and more extensive experienc e
with bilingual education than any other country in the world, this experi-

ence has been little studied in the West .

	

It is surprising that the larg e
English-language literature devoted to Soviet education, including th e
special literature that appeared in the immediate post-Sputnik period, ha s
given scant attention to education in languages other than Russian .

One reason Western scholars have paid so little attention to Sovie t
education in the non-Russian languages is the lack of systematic and com-
prehensive data on such education . We have developed a new set of data o n
the trends in schooling in the non-Russian languages .

	

These data allow u s
to examine factors related to whether or not a given non-Russian languag e
was (a) available as a separate subject of instruction, or (b) used as th e
primary medium of instruction .

The provision of schooling in a particular language is an important re-
gime policy ; whether native-language schooling is provided through th e
tenth class, the seventh class, the fourth class, or not at all, repre-

sents the extent of the regime's commitment to the maintenance of tha t
language .

	

Our data reflect the highest grade level for which native-lan -
guage schooling was available for each of 101 ethnic groups for every yea r
from 1934 through 1980 .

Most Western scholars have tended to view Soviet education as pursuin g
a single-minded course toward russification of non-Russian children . Alt -
hough Soviet authorities have endorsed a principle of equality, they hav e
not publicly stated the actual decision-rules that have guided the provi-
sion of native-language schooling .

- 4



We draw from the Soviet literature three principles that might hav e

guided the provision of native-language schooling : an equality principle ,

an efficiency principle, and a political principle .

	

We test hypothese s

implied by each of the principles . We show that although provision of na-

tive-language schooling has always been highly differentiated among ethni c

groups, it has also always had a strong egalitarian element . Before Worl d

War II, economic efficiency considerations are highly consistent with th e

differential provision of bilingual schooling ; since the War, the patter n

is more consistent with a political principle .

Background

In 1979, the Soviet population numbered 262 million, only 52 percent o f

whom were ethnic Russians . Twenty-two ethnic groups had a population o f

at least 1 million .

	

Approximately 90 ethnic groups, which, following So -

viet practice, we refer to as "nationalities, " are officially designated

as indigenous to the USSR .

The Soviet state structure is federal in form, with the primary geo-

graphical divisions representing the official territories of particula r

nationalities, as is reflected in the territorial names . Over 50 ethni c

groups are recognized as the titular nationalities of administrative-ter -

ritorial units in the federal state structure .

	

There are 15 soviet so -

cialist republics (SSR's), also called union republics, that are the offi-

cial homelands of such nationalities as the Russians, Ukrainians, Uzbeks ,

Armenians, and Latvians .

	

Below the level of union republic there are 2 0

autonomous soviet socialist republics (ASSR's), also called autonomous re -

publics .

	

Autonomous republics are all located within the boundaries o f

union republics .

	

Sixteen are located within the Russian Republic (RSFSR) .

At the next lower level, there are 8 autonomous provinces (avtonomnye ob -

lasti or AO's), six of which are in the RSFSR . There are 10 autonomou s

districts (avtonomnye okrugi) or AD's, until recently called "nationa l

districts " (natsional ' nye okrugi or NO's), all of which are located in th e

RSFSR .

	

There are additional territorial divisions within union republic s

that are not the primary homelands of particular nationalities . They do

not concern us here .

Almost every one of the 90 indigenous ethnic groups has its own tradi-

tional non-Russian language . The languages of the Soviet nationalitie s

are extremely diverse, coming from five main genetic language-familie s

(Indo-European, Uralic, Altaic, Caucasian, and Paleoasiatic) and numerou s

subgroups within those families .

Soviet scholars have long cited the development of schools in the trad-

itional languages of non-Russian nationalities as evidence of the regime' s

commitment to the equality of nationalities .

	

Soviet authorities clai m

that this equality is promoted both by the equal rights accorded to th e

"national " languages (languages of the non-Russian nationalities) and b y

the resulting increased literacy and other skills among the non-Russia n

peoples .

	

The levelling of differences in educational opportunities i s

supposed to reduce the degree of economic inequality among nationalities .



In addition, language is usually cited by Soviet theorists on nationalit y
relations as the best example of what is meant by "national form" in th e
slogan describing non-Russian cultures as "socialist in essence and na-
tional in form . "

Official Soviet policy has long balanced a concern for extending th e
role of the Russian language with a reluctance to stir up nationalist re-
sentments .

	

Both for this reason and as a mechanism of mobilizing suppor t
by non-Russians for the new regime, from the early-1920's to th e
mid-1930's the Party pursued a policy of " indigenization" (korenizatsia )
of local administrative affairs that included promotion of the use of th e
local languages .

Since the late 1930's, the role of the Russian language has expanded i n
governmental affairs, in the mass media, and in schools in most non-Rus-

sian territories, especially in the territories of the smaller nationali-
ties . There has been a gradual " russianization" of many of the non-Rus-
sian areas -- i .e ., spreading Russian culture, language, and peopl e
throughout these territories .

Recently, there has been a massive effort to increase the quantity an d
to improve the quality of Russian language instruction among non-Russian s
(Feshbach 1981 ; Solchanyk 1982 ; Kreindler 1982) .

	

The long-term goal, some
Western scholars maintain, has been the elimination of the use of th e
non-Russian languages ; in this view, these accelerated efforts to promot e
the learning of the Russian language represent the inevitable culminatio n
of a series of steps taken over many years toward the russification of th e
non-Russian nationalities .

	

These studies assume, or at least give the im -
pression, that whenever there is an increase in the study of the Russia n
language there is necessarily a commensurate decrease in the study of th e
group's traditional non-Russian language .

The key problem with this line of reasoning is that it ignores the fac t
that Soviet nationalities policy has always displayed some tendencies tha t
run counter to a policy of russification .

	

Soviet nationalities policy i s
not the same as Soviet theories about nationalities .

	

Although accordin g
to current official doctrine, ethnic distinctions will eventually be obli-
terated, and a single lingua franca will be adopted by all nationalities ,
actual Soviet policy has not involved a head-long rush to eliminate th e
use of the traditional languages of the non-Russian groups .

We proceed as follows .

	

First, we describe the establishment of non -
Russian schools in the 1920's and 1930's .

	

Then we discuss the three prin -
ciples that Soviet authorities might have employed in deciding how muc h
native-language schooling to provide for different nationalities .

	

Afte r
that we discuss the available information for the systematic study of na-

tive-language schooling and describe the new data set that we have con -
structed .

	

Finally, we use that data set to test the relative strength o f
alternative hypotheses about the provision of native-language schooling .



Establishment of the "National Schools "

After the 1917 Revolution, the Soviet government embarked on a massiv e

program to provide native-language schooling .

	

The 1920's and early 1930' s
were a period of extensive experimentation in education and of great ac-

tivity in creation and standardization of written forms for many languag-

es .

A special section of the Commissariat of Enlightenment responsible fo r

developing schools using the non-Russian languages was established by de-

cree of the Council of People's Commissars on October 31, 1918 .

	

It i s
clear that in the 1920's and 1930's non-Russian ("national") school s
flourished in the larger and medium-sized republics and provinces .

We know that by the middle of the 1930's, native-language schools wer e
operating in all regions of the country, and in 1934 textbooks were print-

ed in 104 languages .

	

But there are many important things about the non -
Russian schools in the first two decades after the Revolution that we d o
not know . No Soviet source reports what languages were used in every re -
gion of the country .

	

No source gives a catalogue of the grade (class )
levels in which ,schooling was conducted in every language .

	

Information o n
matriculation rates by language for different nationalities is also scan-

ty .

We

	

also

	

know

	

that

	

by

	

the

	

late

	

1950's

	

there was

	

a

	

hierarchy of

	

educa -
tional

	

opportunities

	

in

	

the

	

native

	

language

	

fo r

tionalities

	

in

	

the

	

RSFSR .

	

According

	

to

	

Sovetkin

member s

(1958 :

of

	

different

	

na -

24),

	

the

	

number

	

o f

years

	

of

	

native-language

	

schooling

	

available to the

	

different nationali -

ties

	

in

	

1958

	

was

	

essentially

	

established

	

b y

an

	

outcome

	

of

	

the

	

process

	

of

	

indigenization .

the 1931/2 school year

	

and wa s

The

	

Minister

	

of

	

Education

	

of

	

the

	

RSFSR

	

published an article concerning

non-Russian schooling in 1972 which, when contrasted with the reported si-

tuation in 1958, shows the deteriorating status of the languages of na-
tionalities indigenous to the RSFSR (Danilov 1972) .

	

However, no compila -

tion based on published official sources can provide an exhaustive summar y

of the languages used in the RSFSR for years other than 1940, 1958, an d

1972, or for schools outside the RSFSR for any date (Silver 1974a) .

Decision Rules in the Allocation of Native-Language School s

Between 1931 and 1936, the Communist Party made several major decision s

that centralized Party control over educational administration, define d

the structure of school curricula, and assured "stability of textbooks . "

After these steps were taken, it is likely that policies about the use o f

non-Russian languages in schools were almost completely centrally deter -

mined .

	

In a decree of the Council of People's Commissars and the Centra l

Committee of the Communist Party on March 13, 1938, "On the Obligator y

Study of Russian Language in Schools in the National Republics and Pro -

vinces," the Russian language was made a mandatory subject in all non-Rus -

sian schools .

- 7



The actual administrative rules employed to determine whether native -

language schools were to be set up and at what grade levels in the curri-

culum a given language might be used have seldom been discussed publicl y

by Soviet officials .

	

In 1918, a rule was introduced by the Council o f

People's Commissars calling for the establishment of native-languag e

schools for "national minorities" whenever there were at least 25 pupil s

at a given grade level who spoke that language .

Although this rule may explain the liberal development of the nationa l

schools in the 1920's, the operative administrative rules employed in mor e

recent years are less clear .

	

In fact, a rarely cited portion of the Marc h

13, 1938, decree making study of the Russian language mandatory i n

schools, states that :

the native language is the basis of instruction in schools of th e

national republics and provinces, that exceptions from this rule ,

occurring in some autonomous republics of the RSFSR, can have only a

temporary character, that the tendency to convert the Russian lan-

guage from a subject of study to a language of instruction while a t

the same time infringing

	

on

	

the

	

native language, is harmful an d

incorrect (Sovetkin 1958 : 15) .

Yet we know that by 1958 a hierarchy existed in the roles of the non-Rus-

sian languages in schools and that such a hierarchy supposedly was estab-

lished by 1931/2 .

Neither official pronouncements nor official published data provide th e

actual decision rules employed in establishing non-Russian schooling .

Based on writings by Soviet scholars, however, we propose three decision -

rules or principles that might describe the actual policy on native-lan-

guage schooling at various dates .

THE EQUALITY PRINCIPLE .

	

The dominant theme in official Soviet doctrin e

concerning the non-Russian languages has been that each nationality i s

free to use its traditional language .

	

Article 121 of the 1936 Constitu -

tion of the USSR guaranteed citizens the right to instruction in school s

in their native language .

	

Article 36 of the 1977 Constitution does no t

explicitly guarantee citizens the right to education in their native lan-

guage but assures citizens "the opportunity to use the mother tongue an d

languages of other peoples of the USSR ." We call the basic official doc-

trinal principle regarding the treatment of languages the "equality prin-

ciple . "

Strictly speaking, the equality principle has not been followed, sinc e

Russian clearly holds the preeminent position among languages of people s

of the USSR .

	

Russian has been described in numerous official speeches ,

documents, and scholarly writings as unique among Soviet languages .

	

I t

has been designated the "inter-nationality language of discourse" (me-

zhnatsional'nyi iazyk obshcheniia) of the peoples of the USSR .

This does not mean that there has been no egalitarian element in Sovie t

language policy, however .

	

Many Western scholars characterize the 1920' s
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and 1930's, in particular, as a period of egalitarian idealism in policie s
toward the non-Russian languages (cf . Carrere d'Encausse 1980 ; Kreindle r
1982) .

Instead of applying an absolute equality standard, we define a modifie d
egalitarian standard along two dimensions : (a) the greater the number o f
nationalities that are provided with some form of native-language instruc-

tion, the more egalitarian is school-language policy ; and (b) the greate r
the number of school years (the higher the class level) in which the non -
Russian languages are used either as the primary media of instruction o r
as a separate subject of instruction, the more egalitarian the policy .

THE EFFICIENCY PRINCIPLE .

	

A second principle that might explain use o f
the non-Russian languages in schools is the principle of economic effi -
ciency . Arguments consistent with the efficiency principle are frequentl y
offered by Soviet scholars to explain why the Russian language is the pre-
ferred lingua franca of Soviet nationalities and why the smaller national-

ities often have limited opportunities for native-language schooling .

The efficiency argument has two aspects . From the perspective of th e
child or the child's parents, it is an inefficient investment of persona l
resources to study in a language that has limited utility in the job mark -
et or that cannot offer a full range of cultural opportunities .

	

From th e
perspective of the state, it may be inefficient to expend substantial re -
sources to develop the capacity to teach in languages that are used by
only a small number of people and thus can play only a limited role in th e
modern economy, in science and technology, and in disseminating the cul-

tural achievements of the society as a whole .

On the basis of the Soviet literature, we propose two efficiency hy-
potheses .

	

First, the larger the population size of a group, the greate r
the likelihood that their traditional language will be used either (both )
as the medium of instruction or as a separate subject of study in schools ,
and the higher the class level in which the language will be used . Sec-
ond, native-language schooling will be more likely to be provided if th e
group is compactly settled than if it is not .

THE POLITICAL PRINCIPLE .

	

A third possible explanation for the varying
treatment of the non-Russian languages may be termed the "political prin -
ciple ."

	

In its broadest application, this principle would determine op -
portunities for native-language schooling according to the roles assigne d
to the nationalities by the country's top political leaders .

	

Armstron g
(1968), for example, has constructed a model of Soviet nationalities poli-

cy that assigns specific "roles" to ethnic groups based on the groups' po-

tential utility in realizing the goals of the top Communist Party leaders .

An illustration of the working of the political principle is the exper-

ience of the nationalities that were deported from their official home -
lands during World War II for their alleged collaboration with the Naz i
invaders .

	

All of these nationalities lost native-language schooling from
the date of their deportation in 1943-44 .

	

For most, native-languag e
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schooling was restored after their official political "rehabilitation" i n

the late 1950's .

Another special group is the Jews . They had extensive Yiddish-languag e

cultural facilities in the Soviet Union in the 1920's, and there were na-

tive-language schools in Yiddish, Tat, and Bukharan Jewish until the lat e

1930's . Jews have not been provided native-language schools since Worl d

War II .

A more systematic and stable political factor could also affect th e

treatment of the non-Russian languages . The establishment of the USSR a s

a federal system may be viewed as a pragmatic concession by the Bolshevi k

Party to the non-Russian nationalities as part of an effort to consolidat e

control in the non-Russian regions .

	

It may also reflect a real commitmen t

to the long-term maintenance of ethnic distinctions .

The true motivation or explanation for the development and maintenance

of a federal system was the subject of an extended scholarly debate in th e

USSR during the 1960's .

	

Whatever the initial reasons for the organizatio n

of the USSR into a federal system, however, formal recognition of a na -

tionality ' s territoriality probably reflected some willingness to mak e

concessions in the cultural sphere, especially the possibility of usin g

the group's traditional language in schools, mass media, and governmenta l

affairs .

We therefore hypothesize that :

	

(a) the higher the formal politica l

status accorded a nationality in the federal structure, the more likel y

the nationality is to receive some native-language schooling ; and (b) th e

higher the formal status of the group, the higher the grade level i n which

that group ' s traditional language can be used either as the primary medium

of instruction in the schools or as a separate subject of study .

Determining the Status of Non-Russia nSchooling

Although Soviet sources sometimes present figures on which language s

are used in schools in particular regions, including, on occasion, enroll-

ment figures by language of instruction, they seldom report such figure s

by grade level, and only rarely are any figures published on the enroll-

ment of children of particular nationalities in schools with particula r

languages of instruction . However, we have two other sources of systemat-

ic information about native-language schooling :

	

(a) curricula (education -

al plans), and (b) information on school textbook publication .

SCHOOL CURRICULUM PLANS .

	

For some years and regions, we have curricu-

lum plans that list the number of hours in the school program mandated fo r

particular subjects of study .

	

These reports outline the different curri -

cula for the non-Russian (national) and Russian schools, and they revea l

the recent increase in the number of hours mandated for Russian-languag e

study in the non-Russian schools .
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Although these model curricula are useful, they have limitations .

	

We

do not have model curricula for all years or for all groups .

	

Additional-

ly, we know that the plans outlined in these model curricula have not bee n

followed in practice for some groups to whom the plans ostensibly apply .

These published curricula reveal, however, that, at least in recen t

years, in the non-Russian republics and provinces there have been thre e

main types of general educational schools at the primary and secondar y

levels .' These are :

(1) Russian schools where Russian is the primary medium of instruc-

tion and where the local languages are not studied .

	

We call thes e

Russian schools type 1 .

(2) Russian schools where Russian is the primary medium of instruc-

tion but where the language of a non-Russian nationality is studie d
as a separate subject . These are officially called "Russian school s
where the language of a republic, autonomous province or autonomou s

region nationality is studied as a separate subject according to pa -

rents' wishes ."

	

(Sometimes they are also referred to as "nationa l

schools with Russian as the language of instruction .")

	

We cal l

these Russian schools type 2 .

(3) Non-Russian ("national") schools where one or more non-Russia n

language serves as the principal medium of instruction for almos t

all subjects (except Russian language and foreign languages) an d
where Russian language and literature are studied only as separat e

subjects .

	

We call these type 3 schools .

Western scholars often assume that there is only one kind of "Russia n

school" in the Soviet Union .' They assume that in "Russian schools" th e

entire curriculum is conducted in the Russian language and that members o f

non-Russian nationalities in Russian schools study alongside Russian chil-

dren . These model curricula show that there is more than one kind o f

"Russian school" and that some native-language schooling is available i n

the type 2 Russian schools .

They also show that enrolling non-Russian children in "Russian schools "

does not necessarily imply integration of non-Russian children in the sam e

schools that Russian children typically attend, because non-Russian chil-

dren will often be in type 2 Russian schools rather than in type 1 Russia n

schools . Separation of ethnic groups in schools, along with the continue d

teaching of the non-Russian group's traditional language (in the type 2

' In addition to the three main types of school described here, there ar e

schools with more than one non-Russian primary medium of instruction .

These are especially common in new urban settlements and in other re -

gions with an ethnically diverse population .

2 Kreindler (1982) notes that there are type 2 Russian schools in the Ta-

tar ASSR, but she does not comment on their more general existence .
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Russian school), should help to assure both literacy in the group's tradi-

tional language and continued use of that language in everyday affairs ,
even if the number of hours per week in the curriculum devoted to th e
group's language is small .

TEXTBOOK PUBLICATION DATA . We use data on textbook publication by lan-
guage to construct a data set reflecting the status of different language s
in schools over time . The details of the procedures and assumptions i n
developing this new data set are explained in Anderson and Silver (1982b) .

Knizhnaia letopis' (Chronicle of Books) and Ezhegodnik knigi (Book An-
nual of the USSR) report data on virtually all books, including schoo l
textbooks, published in the Soviet Union by year .

	

The All-Union Book
Chamber (Vsesoiuznaia knizhnaia palata) publishes both of these serials ,
the first appearing weekly and the second yearly .

	

The first year in whic h
the All-Union Book Chamber began to compile and to report information o n
books published outside the Russian Republic was 1934 .

Before 1934, even for the RSFSR, the Book Chamber (then called the Cen-

tral Book Chamber of the RSFSR) did not identify books according to th e
language in which they were written .

	

Thus, the first year for which we
can construct a summary of the languages used in school textbooks is 1934 .

We depict the status of native-language schooling opportunities for th e
years 1934 to 1980, inclusive .

	

Relying on both Knizhnaia letopis' and
Ezhegodnik knigi, we extracted information for every year between 1934 an d
1980 on the languages in which school textbooks were published for mathe-

matics, natural science, language, and literature .

We assume that the printing of school textbooks in math or science in a
given non-Russian language is a good indicator that the language is use d
as the primary medium of instruction in at least some schools .

	

If math o r
science are taught in a given non-Russian language, it is reasonable t o
infer that most other subjects are also taught in that language .

	

Accord-
ingly, for each year between 1934 and 1980, we code for each non-Russia n
language the highest class level for which any textbook in math or natura l
science was reported published .

If only one or two subjects are taught in a group's traditional lan-

guage, they are likely to include a course on the group's language or lit-
erature . Thus we assume that the printing of school textbooks in languag e
or literature in a given language indicates that the language was used a t
least as a subject of study in at least some schools . Therefore, fo r

1934-1980 we also coded the highest class level for which any textbook i n
language or literature was reported published in each non-Russian lan-
guage . Since the language may well have been used in more areas of th e
curriculum than simply language or literature courses, this measure shoul d
indicate the minimum usage to which the language is put in schools .

The textbook data allow us to assess changes in the maximum class lev-

els in the school curriculum in which the different languages are employe d
as subjects of study or as the primary media of instruction . These maxim a
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by themselves are important indicators of the statuses of differen t

languages . Furthermore, when non-Russian languages continue to be taugh t

as subjects of study but are no longer employed as the primary media o f

instruction, this indicates the elimination of the type 3 national school s

in favor of the type 2 Russian schools .

Trends in Native-Language Schoolin g

We proposed three alternative decision-rules for determination of th e

extent of native-language schooling provided to different nationalities .

We now examine the extent to which the pattern of provision of native-lan-

guage schooling is consistent with each of these principles .

EGALITARIAN HYPOTHESIS . The stronger the influence of an "equalit y

principle," the less variation we should find in native-language schoolin g

among different nationalities, and the higher the average class levels a t

which such schooling should be available .

The Soviet Union has provided at least some native-language schoolin g

to the vast majority of nationalities .

	

Eighty-three of the 101 nationali -

ties included in the data set had schooling where the group's traditiona l

language was used at least as a subject of study at the level of class I

or beyond during at least one year between 1934 and 1980 . Thirteen of the

18 nationalities that did not have any native-language schooling during

this period were classified in the 1926 Soviet census as not having a li-

terary language .

	

All of them have small populations and reside in eithe r

the Soviet Far North or the Caucasus .

Twenty-one nationalities that officially lacked a literary language i n

1926 received some native-language schooling between 1934 and 1980 .

	

Fiv e

nationalities that were classified in the 1926 census as having literar y

languages did not, according to our data, receive native-language school -

ing in the USSR between 1934 and 1980 :

	

Albanians, Rumanians, Slovaks ,

Khalkha-Mongols, and Karaims .

	

Of these, only the Karaims are indigenou s

to the USSR .

The presence of "non-indigenous" (foreign) nationalities in the dat a

set presents an analytic problem because, in light of practice in mos t

countries, it is not reasonable to expect the Soviet government to provid e

native-language schooling for many foreign groups . Thus we concentrate i n

the remainder of the analysis on the nationalities that are "indigenous "

to the USSR .

	

It is for these groups, more than for foreign groups, tha t

the logic of Soviet language policy should be examined .

	

If we exclude th e

20 foreign nationalities from the analysis, there are 81 indigenou s

groups .

Based on our data on publication of math-science or language-literatur e

textbooks, of those 81 indigenous nationalities, 67 (83 percent) ha d

schooling in which their group's traditional language was used at least a s

a subject through at least the first class for at least one year betwee n
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1934 and 1980 .

	

Judging by our data on publication of math or scienc e
textbooks, these same 67 nationalities also had schooling at some time i n
which their group's traditional language was the primary medium of in-

struction .

Although impressive by almost any standard, these figures give a super-

ficial picture because they answer only a simple question :

	

Between 193 4
and 1980, how many nationalities ever had schooling in which their group' s
traditional language was used as the medium of instruction or as a subjec t
of study at any class level?

	

It is also important to know how the avail -
ability of native-language schooling has changed over time, and whether ,
on average, the class levels for which native-language schooling has bee n
provided have followed any trend .

To answer these additional questions, we broke the 47-year time serie s
into nine intervals :

	

1934-1940, 1941-1945, 1946-1950, 1 951- 1 955 ,
1956-1960, 1961-1965, 1966-1970, 1971-1975, and 1976-1980 .

	

For each o f
these intervals, and also for the entire 1934-1980 period, we calculate d
the number of indigenous nationalities that had schools in which thei r
group's traditional language was used in math or science textbooks (abbre-
viated as M), which we interpret as indicating that the group's non-Rus-

sian language was used as the primary medium of instruction in schools .
We also calculated the number of nationalities that had schools where th e
group's traditional language was used in language or literature textbook s
(abbreviated as L), and the number that had schools where their group' s
traditional language was used in either math-science or language-litera-
ture (abbreviated as H -- Higher of M or L) . We use " H" as the indicato r
of whether the language was used at least as a subject of study i n
schools .

The results of these calculations are given in Table 1 .

	

In Table 1 ,
for the entire 1934-1980 period, and also for each sub-period, a national-

ity is considered to have native-language schooling only if there was a

textbook in the group's traditional language for class I or higher ; pres-
chool texts alone do not qualify a group for inclusion .

The figures in Table 1 show that within the 1934-1980 time-span, th e
heyday of the existence of non-Russian schools was before World War II .
During the 1934-1940 period, 64 nationalities had schools in which math -
science was taught in the group's traditional language, and 65 had school s
where language-literature was taught in the group's traditional language .

The number of nationalities with schools where their language was use d

to teach math-science (M) declined substantially since 1934 .

	

After a pla -
teau of about 50 such languages between 1946 and 1965, the number dropped

in each succeeding period to a low of 35 such languages in 1976-1980, jus t
over half of the pre-War number .

The pattern of use of the non-Russian languages as subjects of study i s
very different .

	

Since 1945, in every period about 53 nationalities hav e
had schools where their group's language was used at least as a subject o f
study (H) -- about 82 percent of the pre-War number .
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TABLE 1

Number of Indigenous Non-Russian Nationalities that had Native-Languag e

Schooling

	

(N=81 )

Type of

	

Number with

	

Number with

	

Number wit h

Schooling :

	

Group's Language

	

Group's Language

	

Group's Languag e

Used To Teach

	

Used to Teach

	

Used for EITHE R

Math-Science

	

Lang .-Literature

	

Math-Science o r

Lang .-Literatur e

(H )

Period :

1934-1940 64 65 6 5

1941-1945 49 44 5 1

1946-1950 50 51 5 2

1951-1955 50 49 5 1

1956-1960 52 55 5 5

1961-1965 47 52 5 2

1966-1970 39 49 4 9

1971-1975 36 53 5 3

1976-1980 35 53 53

--------------------------------------------- -

Ever 1934-1980

	

67

	

67

	

6 7

NOTES :

	

Estonians, Latvians, Lithuanians, and Tuvinians are included a t

all dates even though their basic territories were annexed to the USS R

during World War II .

Table 1 indicates the dying out of the "national schools" by the disap-

pearance of schools where the non-Russian language serves as the primar y

medium of instruction . We conclude that increasingly over time, the typ e

3 schools ("national schools") described earlier have been replaced by

type 2 Russian schools .



We also want to know the highest class level for which native-languag e

schooling was available .

	

In Table 2, we examine this for those group s

that had native-language schooling at some time, i .e ., the 67 groups from

the last row of Table 1 .

	

For each period, for all indigenous groups tha t

ever had some native-language schooling, we computed an average of th e

highest grade in which science or math textbooks were published (M) . We

also computed an average of the highest grade in which either math-scienc e

or language-literature textbooks were published (H) .

	

In Table 2 and i n

the succeeding tables, preschool texts are coded as .5 years to take som e

account of the difference between preschool native-language schooling an d

no native-language schooling .

Table 2 shows that among those indigenous nationalities that ever ha d

schooling in their group's traditional language, the average maximum clas s

level in which the group's language was available as the primary medium o f

instruction (M) declined from a high point of 5 .48 years in the 1934-194 0

period to a low point of 3 .21 in 1976-1980 .

	

A substantial drop in the av -

erage occurred during World War II, probably mostly due to the seriou s

disruptions in both the production of textbooks and the operation of So -

viet schools during those years .

	

After the War, the level rebounded, alt -

hough it never regained the pre-War level . The average declined steadil y

in each period after 1951-1955 .

We derive a different picture of the trend in the availability of na-

tive-language schooling from the extent to which the non-Russian language s

have been available at least as a subject of study (H) .

	

The figures i n

the right-most column of Table 2 reveal that the average maximum clas s

level in which the groups' language was available at least as a subject o f

study has increased since World War II .

	

By 1956-1960, the level exceeded

that in 1934-1940 (6 .21 years vs . 5 .94 years), and by 1976-1980 it reache d

6 .93 years .

To summarize, at the same time that availability of some instruction i n

the non-Russian languages (H) has increased, there has been substantia l

erosion in the use of the non-Russian languages as the primary media o f

instruction in the schools (M) .

	

This suggests that the non-Russian lan -

guages are increasingly being reduced to use as a subject of study in Rus-

sian-language schools -- the type 2 Russian-language schools that we de -

scribed earlier .

	

But there is substantial inter-group variation in th e

extent to which this is taking place .

Obviously, an equality principle cannot explain this differentia l

treatment . We therefore turn to examining the evidence for the operatio n

of the efficiency principle and the political principle .

THE EFFICIENCY HYPOTHESIS .

	

There are two aspects of the efficienc y

principle . One indicator of the efficiency of providing native-languag e

schooling to a given nationality is that nationality's population size .

In addition, the more concentrated the settlement of a nationality, th e

more efficient it is to provide schools in that group's traditional lan -

guage . Although our current data do not allow us to test the effects o f

residential concentration at the level of cities and rural districts, whe -
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TABLE 2

Mean Highest Grade of Native-Language Schooling among Indigenou s

Nationalities that Ever Had Such Schooling

	

(N=67 )

Type o f

Schooling :

(H )(M)

	

(L)

Group's Language

	

Group's Language

	

Group's Languag e

Used in Math-Sci .

	

Used in Lang .-Lit . Used in EITHE R

Math-Sci . o r

Lang .-Literatur e

Mean

	

Mean

	

Mea n

Period :

1934-1940 5 .48 5 .38 5 .94

1941-1945 4 .10 4 .10 4 .6 6

1946-1950 4 .74 5 .14 5 . 5 0

1951-1955 4 .92 5 .29 5 .4 8

1956-1960 4 .57 6 .18 6 .2 1

1961-1965 4 .26 6 .35 6 .36

1966-1970 3 .63 6 .22 6 .2 3

1971-1975 3 .43 6 .85 6 .8 5

1976-1980 3 .21 6 .93 6 .9 3

NOTES :

	

Estonians, Latvians, Lithuanians, and Tuvinians are excluded

from calculations for 1934-1940 but included for other periods .

Only groups with native-language schooling at class I or higher are in-

cluded ; groups with only preschool native-language schooling are not in-

cluded .

re the implementation of central policies on native-language schoolin g

takes place, we attempt to measure the effects of geographic concentratio n

on the availability of native-language schooling .

	

As an indicator of geo-

graphic concentration, for nationalities with titular areas, we use th e

number of members of each nationality that resided in that nationality ' s

titular area (republic, province, or district) in 1959 .
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Thus, if the "efficiency principle " were the basis for deciding whic h

nationalities were provided with native-language schooling, the larger th e

group's population size, and the larger the number of members of the give n

nationality that reside in the group's titular area, the higher the clas s

level for which schooling in that group's traditional language will b e

available .

We found that the population size of a group was strongly positivel y

related to the extent to which each kind of native-language schooling wa s

available in every period .

	

However, the strength of the relationship de -

creased over time . This was true whether population size was measured i n

1926 or in 1959 .

We also found that the size of the population of a group within th e

group's titular area was important . The relationship between the popula-

tion of a group in its titular area and the math-science variable (M) re-

mained strong in all periods, but the relationship with the math-scienc e

or language-literature variable (H) weakened over time .

	

For the mainte -

nance of schools where the group's traditional language is the primar y

medium of instruction, having a large population residing in the titula r

area is more important than is having a large population overall .

	

Tota l

population size is somewhat more important in determining whether th e

group's traditional language was available for study at least as a sepa-

rate subject .

This pattern for groups with titular areas is consistent with efficien-

cy considerations .

	

Providing a curriculum allowing for the study of a

given non-Russian language in one subject (i .e ., language-literature) i s

relatively inexpensive, but maintaining an entire curriculum in a give n

non-Russian language is only reasonable when a large number of pupils from

the same non-Russian nationality reside in close proximity to each other .

THE POLITICAL HYPOTHESIS . The essence of the "political principle " i s

that the differential provision of cultural opportunities among nationali -

ties is determined by the extent to which groups are viewed favorably b y

the central political authorities .

	

Groups such as the deported nationali -

ties suffered not only the dismantling of their autonomous republics and

provinces and deportation to Central Asia and the Eastern zones of the

Russian Republic, but they lost all native-language cultural facilitie s

during their period of deportation .

The formal status of nationalities in the federal state structure o f

the Soviet Union represents another aspect of the political principle .

	

To

examine the extent to which the provision of native-language schooling ha s

varied with the territorial status of the nationality, we classify all o f

the indigenous nationalities according to their current status :

	

(1) unio n

republic (SSR) nationalities ; (2) autonomous republic (ASSR) nationali -

ties ; (3) autonomous oblast' (AO) nationalities ; (4) autonomous distric t

(avtonomnyi okrug -- here abbreviated AD) nationalities ; and (5) other in-

digenous nationalities (here abbreviated as IND) .



The graphs in Figures 1 and 2 show for each period the average highes t

school year in which textbooks in the nationality's traditional language

were published either in math-science or language-literature (H), or i n

math-science (M), for nationalities grouped by their formal political sta-

tus .

Figures 1 and 2 show that the extent to which schooling has been avai -

lable in a group's traditional language follows distinctive paths relate d

to the group's formal political status, and the status groupings alway s

remain in the expected rank order . The highest school year in which th e

group's traditional language is used is always lower on average for th e

autonomous republic (ASSR) nationalities than for the SSR nationalities .

The corresponding figures for the autonomous oblast (A0) nationalities ar e

lower on average than those of the ASSR's during each period .

	

And th e

figures for the autonomous district (AD) nationalities are lower on aver -

age than those of the AO groups, but higher than those for the groups tha t

have no official territory (the remaining indigenous groups -- IND) .

Figure 1 depicts the average highest class levels in which the non-Rus-

sian languages were used in school at least as a separate subject (H) .

Figure 1 demonstrates the steady increase since World War II in the clas s

levels in which the languages of all groupings of AO status and highe r

were used in schools .

	

After lagging behind the SSR nationalities by ove r

three class levels in the 1934-1940 period, the ASSR nationalities im-

proved their position to such an extent that it nearly matched that of th e

SSR nationalities in the 1976-1980 period .

	

The AO nationalities followed

a similar upward trajectory over time, but lag behind the ASSR nationali -

ties . In contrast, after a decline in the status of their languages bet-

ween 1934-1940 and 1941-1945, both the AD and IND groups have experienced

little change .

The trends in the use of the non-Russian languages as media of instruc-

tion are very different from the trends in use as a separate subject .

Figure 2 shows that all groupings except the SSR nationalities have exper-

ienced steady reductions over time in the highest school year in which th e

groups' traditional languages were used as the primary media of instruc-

tion .

	

This generalization is only slightly modified by observation of th e

brief recovery following World War II for the non-SSR groupings .

For each of the two indicators of native-language schooling, the fiv e

political status groupings break into two classes .

	

The composition of the

two classes differs between the two indicators, according to where th e

ASSR- and AD-level nationalities are located . While experiencing stead y

increases in the class levels in which their languages are used at leas t

as a separate subject (H), the ASSR and AO nationalities have experience d

steady decreases in the class levels in which their languages are used a s

the primary media of instruction (M) .

We infer that native-language education for the ASSR- and AO-level na-

tionalities is increasingly taking place not in the "national schools" bu t

instead in the "Russian schools with the (non-Russian) native language a s

a separate subject ."

	

In contrast, for the AD- and IND-level nationali -

ties, schooling in their groups' traditional languages is disappearin g
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Figure 1 :

	

Highest Average Grade Level of Lang-Lit or Math-Scienc e

Textbooks Published by Political Statu s

Figure 2 :

	

Highest Average Grade Level of Math-Science Textbooks Published

by Political Status
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completely ; children in these nationalities are increasingly attendin g
only what we have called type 1 Russian schools .

These patterns show how complex and varied the changes in native-lan-

guage schooling policies have been . The upward trends in Figure 1 ru n
counter to the common supposition in the West that the non-Russian lan-

guages are disappearing from use in the educational system . The downwar d
trends in Figure 2, however, are consistent with the Western suppositio n
of increasing russianization of the bulk of the school curriculum for mem-

bers of non-SSR nationalities .

	

Thus it is inappropriate to suppose tha t
any single pattern of change applies to all Soviet ethnic groups .

The Relative Importance of Efficiency and Political Factor s

We found that a nationality's formal political status is related to th e
extent to which it has been provided schools in its traditional language .
At the same time, the differential availability of native-language school s
is consistent with both the political principle and the efficiency princi-

ple .

	

Since the explanatory power of the efficiency principle has tende d
to diminish over time, other factors must account for the inter-group var-

iation in the availability of native-language schooling .

We found that for both the 1934-1940 and 1941-1945 periods, populatio n

size is a more powerful predictor of school-language policy than is forma l
political status .

	

Just the opposite is true for all periods after Worl d

War II .

	

Between 1934 and 1945, the differentials in the availability o f

schooling in the non-Russian languages were highly consistent with bot h

the economic efficiency principle and the political principle, but the ef -

ficiency factor predominated . After World War II, the efficiency and th e
political factors can each account for a substantial amount of the varia-

tion in policy, but the political factor predominated .

Over time, then, the policy of providing schooling in the non-Russia n

languages has become decreasingly related to considerations of economi c

efficiency and increasingly related to the hierarchical organization o f

the Soviet federal state .

	

Differences in formal constitutional status ap -

pear to be associated with real policy differences, independently of th e

size of the population of the nationalities .

This does not necessarily mean that population size had only a tempo-

rary effect on the availability of schooling in the non-Russian languages .

On the contrary, we found that population size is related to school-lan-

guage policy in the post-War era in three ways .

	

First, population siz e

affects recent school-language policy through its relation with the poli -

tical status of the nationalities . Second, to the extent that school-lan-

guage policy during 1934-1940 was determined more by group population siz e
than by group political status, population has a persistent indirect ef -
fect on later native-language schooling opportunities .

	

Third a nationali -

ty's population affects school-language policy even in the post-War year s

is through its geographic concentration in combination with its size ,

i .e ., through the combined effects of the two aspects of economic effi-

ciency .
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Implication s

This study's newly generated data have permitted us to explore aspect s

of Soviet educational policy about which scholars previously lacked syste-

matic information .

	

Now we characterize the evolution of Soviet policy to -

ward use of the non-Russian languages in the schools, and we illustrat e

how the patterns of change and the decision-rules that led to them wer e

manifested in particular historical periods .

The best way to characterize the Soviet Union's policy toward the us e

of the non-Russian and Russian languages in education with a simple phras e

is that it is a "bilingual education policy ."

	

Although there have bee n

many changes in the use of the non-Russian languages in the schools, i n

all periods the traditional languages of the non-Russian nationalitie s

have played a substantial role in the curriculum, even as the role of th e

Russian language has expanded .

Since World War II, the number of languages used as the primary medium

of instruction in schools has decreased, and also there has been a sub-

stantial reduction in the highest class levels in which the non-Russia n

languages have been used in this capacity .

	

But the non-Russian language s

still have an important place in the curriculum . The number of nationali -

ties able to study their traditional language as a separate subject in a t

least some schools was not much lower in 1976-1980 than in 1934-1940 an d

has not changed since 1941-1945 . More importantly, on average, the high-

est class level in which the non-Russian languages are taught as subject s

of study has increased since 1934-1940 .

We regard Soviet school-language policy as one of bilingual educatio n

rather than of linguistic russification because for the great majority o f

the non-Russian population this policy seems to be aimed more at assurin g

bilingualism than at eradicating the non-Russian languages .

	

We regard us e

of a language in the curriculum even as a subject of study as an importan t

source of support for the language .

In this respect, we take issue with the implicit argument of many othe r

Western scholars, who seem to regard the use of languages as the primar y

media of instruction as the only meaningful support for the non-Russia n

languages, and who seem to regard the use of non-Russian languages as sub-

jects of study as comparatively inconsequential .

	

Our attention to use o f

the languages as subjects of study is grounded in part on empirical ana-

lyses that reveal that availability of the languages as subjects of stud y

is often sufficient to assure native-language maintenance (Anderson an d

Silver 1982a) .

The data on use of the non-Russian languages in schools are not consis -

tent with the patterns of policy shift suggested by others . Whateve r

changes may have occurred in the official theoretical formulae on Sovie t

nationalities policy, our evidence on school-language policy support s

neither the depiction of official policy as shifting back and forth bet-

ween a centrist (pro-Russian) and a peripheralist (pro-non-Russian) empha -

sis (Lewis 1972), nor the depiction of official policy as moving inexora -

bly in a russificationist direction (Kreindler 1982), nor the descriptio n

of the policy as absolutely egalitarian (Isaev 1978) .
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If the policy had shifted between a centralist and peripheralist empha-

sis, we would not have found a monotonic decrease over time in the numbe r

of nationalities whose traditional languages were used as media of in-

struction . Nor would we have found a monotonic increase in the averag e

class levels in which the non-Russian languages served as subjects of stu-

dy .

If the policy had moved inexorably toward greater russification, we

would not have found nearly complete stability over time in the number o f

languages that are employed as subjects of study, and we would not hav e

found that these languages are used at increasingly higher levels of th e

school curriculum .

	

Nor would one find that in many of the union republ -

ics, such as Uzbekistan, the roles of the local languages have substan-

tially increased over time (Fierman 1982) .

If the policy were completely egalitarian, Soviet authorities would no t

have extolled the virtues of the Russian language to such an extent, an d

there would not be the high degree of assymetry in the emphasis given t o

the non-Russian and the Russian languages in the school curricula in re -

cent years (e .g ., Solchanyk 1982 ; Kreindler 1982) .

	

Although a great man y

non-Russian nationalities have been provided with instruction in thei r

traditional languages, these nationalities have not been treated identi -

cally .

	

In all periods since at least 1934, school-language policy ha s

differentiated among the non-Russian nationalities either on the basis o f

their population size, their geographic concentration, or their politica l

status .

Based on our data analyses, we identify three main periods in the evo-

lution of Soviet policy toward the use of the non-Russian languages in th e

schools :

	

(1) 1917-1938 ; (2) 1938-1959 ; (3) 1959-1980 .

	

The first period

begins with the October Revolution and ends roughly with the 1938 decre e

that made Russian a mandatory subject of study in school . The second per-

iod begins with the decree on Russian-language instruction and ends wit h

the adoption of the 1959 education law . The third period runs from th e

1959 education law to the present .

This per iodization is linked with important changes in the legal frame -

work for the use of languages in schools . The actual consequences o f

these legal changes were sometimes delayed by half a decade or more .

World War II interrupted the full implementation of the 1938 decree, an d

the 1959 reforms were introduced gradually in the 1960's (Silver 1974a) .

Consistent with the interpretation of several Western scholars, w e

characterize the first period between 1917 and 1938 as an egalitarian per-

iod during which an enormous effort was made to construct new alphabets ,

open non-Russian schools, and limit the role of the Russian language i n

the non-Russian areas . The model "national school" was one in which al l

subjects were taught in the traditional (native) language of the non-Rus-

sian pupils .

A commonly used measure of the success of Soviet nationalities polic y

during this period was the extent to which the schools were "indigenized . "

The Russian language may have been studied but was usually not a mandator y
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subject . Nonetheless, there was an important measure of pragmatism in th e

development of native-language schools even in this "egalitarian " period ,

as is reflected by the strong relationship between the size of the popula-

tion of a nationality and how far in the curriculum children could atten d
schools where their own nationality's traditional language was the primar y

medium of instruction .

The second period was one of differentiated bilingual education .

	

Dur -

ing this period Russian became a mandatory subject of study in the non -

Russian schools, but the model non-Russian school remained one in whic h

the non-Russian language was the primary medium of instruction . It became
acceptable for non-Russians to attend Russian-language schools . As educa-
tional attainment increased and as greater numbers of non-Russians starte d
to attend secondary schools, the earlier differentiation of native-lan -

guage schooling opportunities was more or less frozen into established po-

licy .

	

About 50 languages of indigenous non-Russian nationalities wer e

used as media of instruction .

In the second period, the highest grade level for which a given non -

Russian language could serve as the primary medium of instruction remaine d

quite stable, but was tied less to the ethnic group's population size tha n

to the formal status of the nationality in the federal system .

	

If the y

were to complete their secondary education, most children who belonged t o

non-union republic nationalities had to attend schools where Russian wa s

the primary language of instruction .

The third period was one of highly differentiated bilingual schooling .

It dates from the 1959 education law, which nominally changed the study o f

the Russian language by non-Russians from an obligatory to a voluntary ac t

and gave parents the right to choose the language of instruction for thei r

children .

	

In this period, the model non-Russian schools divided into tw o

main types : (a) the traditional national schools, where the non-Russia n

groups' languages served as the primary media of instruction and wher e

Russian was studied as a separate subject ; and (b) the national school s

with Russian as the main language of instruction, but where the non-Rus-

sian groups' languages might be studied as separate subjects .

There was a sharp decrease in the 1960's and 1970's in the number o f

languages that served as the primary media of instruction as well as i n

the highest class level in which the non-Russian languages might serve i n

that capacity .

	

To preserve their groups' traditional languages as th e

primary media of instruction, groups had to have a large population and t o

be concentrated geographically .

	

Formal status in the federal system be -

came more closely linked to the use of the non-Russian languages as medi a

of instruction .

During the third period, the established Soviet scholarly classifica-

tion of Soviet languages even defined the social functions of languages b y

explicit reference to the territorial status of the corresponding nation-

alities .

	

For example, using a formula shared by others associated wit h

lu . D . Desheriev, who for the past 20 years has been the dean of Sovie t

language planning and sociolinguistics, Isaev (1970) classified Sovie t

languages into five groups :

	

(1) Russian, the language of inter-nationali -
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ty discourse of the peoples of the Soviet Union ; (2) the "nationa l

literary languages of the union republics" ; (3) the "literary languages o f
the autonomous republics and provinces" ; (4) the "written languages" ful-

filling highly limited functions in the national (autonomous) district s
and among some of the small ethnic groups in Siberia and elsewhere ; an d
(5) the "scriptless languages . "

Isaev (1970 : 26) writes :

	

"In this grouping of languages, the preferred
indicator for classification is the form of statehood, of autonomy ."

	

I t
is probably not accidental, therefore, that the rank-ordering we hav e

found in the opportunities to use the non-Russian languages in schools i s
so closely linked to the formal status of the groups in the federal hier-

archy .

Our characterization of the role of the non-Russian languages in th e
schools does not fit a conventional Western per iodization of Soviet histo-

ry based on major changes in the top leadership of the Communist Party ; i t
corresponds closely to the per iodization of language policy by lu . D .
Desheriev (Desheriev and Protchenko 1968 : 119-123) .

The policy shifts noted here have occurred in the context of rapidl y
increasing educational attainments within every nationality .

	

It appear s
that for the ASSR- and A0-level nationalities, additional schooling in th e
group's traditional language as a separate subject has been added to kee p
pace with the rising educational levels of those groups .

	

We would argu e
that the continual increases in the provision of instruction in th e
groups' languages provide support for the maintenance of the languages o f
the ASSR- and A0-level nationalities and are likely to retard the shift o f
group members to Russian or some other SSR-level group's language as na-

tive language .

We know from recent census reports that the Russian language has becom e
increasingly widespread as both the native language and a second languag e

among the ASSR- and AO-level nationalities .

	

But the role of official lan -
guage policy in inducing the spread of Russian should not be exaggerated .
Nor does it make sense first to expect Soviet school-language policy t o

lead non-Russians to adopt Russian as native language and then to labe l

that policy as unsuccessful if few non-Russians abandon their group' s
traditional language as native language .
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B . CHANGES IN LINGUISTIC IDENTIFICATION IN THE USSR 1959-197 9

The distribution of non-Russians in the Soviet Union by first languag e

and by second language changed between 1959 and 1979 . We examine socio-

demographic and political factors that are related to acquisition of Rus -

sian as first and second language . We focus on the relation of the avail -

ability of the two kinds of native-language schooling to the extent to

which non-Russians come to have the Russian language as first language o r

as first or second language .

	

In this way the effects of school-languag e

policy on reported linguistic behavior can be ascertained .

Patterns of Language Change

Table 3 shows the distribution of all non-Russians by first and secon d

language over time . At all recent dates, the vast majority of non-Rus-

sians have claimed the traditional language of their group as native lan-

guage .

	

Even in 1979, over 85 percent of non-Russians did so . At the sam e

time, among those non-Russians who did not claim the traditional languag e

of their group as native language, Russian is the most often cited nativ e

language, with over 13 percent of non-Russians claiming Russian as firs t

language in 1979 .

	

Less than 2 percent of non-Russians claimed some othe r

language (than the traditional language of their group or Russian) a s

first language at any of the three recent census dates .

Similarly, Russian is the most commonly mentioned second language amon g

non-Russians, with almost half (49 .1 percent) of all non-Russians claimin g

Russian as second language in 1979 .

	

Less then 3 percent of all non-Rus -

sians claimed a language other than Russian or the language of their grou p

as second language in 1970 or 1979 . Thus for most non-Russians, discus-

sion of linguistic change focuses on shift between the traditional lan-

guage of the group and Russian .

Use of Russian as both first language and as second language has in -

creased . The bulk of the increase in reported Russian knowledge is i n

Russian as second language .

In this analysis, we restrict the comparisons of language change ove r

time to ethnic groups (or segments of ethnic groups) for whom languag e

data are reported for the same union republics at all three post-World Wa r

II census dates : 1959, 1970, 1979 .

	

Data for many groups were reported i n

all three censuses for more than one union republic .

	

For example, lan -

guage behavior of Ukrainians was reported for all 15 union republics .

	

I n

all, the language behavior of 61 different non-Russian ethnic groups i s

indicated by 141 different cases for which data were reported at all thre e

census dates .

Thus the units of analysis (our cases) are the 141 non-Russian ethni c

"groupings " by union republic that were listed in the 1959, 1970, and 1979
Soviet censuses .

	

For example, Ukrainians listed in the Ukrainian Sovie t

Socialist Republic and Ukrainians listed in the Belorussian Soviet Social-

ist Republic would constitute two of the 141 cases .
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TABLE 3

Distribution of All Non-Russians According to Language Identificatio n

1959 1970 197 9

Distribution

	

by

	

First

	

Language

85 .6%Lang .

	

of

	

Group as

	

First

	

Lang . 87 .6% 87 .0%

Russian

	

as

	

First

	

Lang 10 .8 11 .5 13 . 0

Another

	

Lang .

	

as

	

First

	

Lang . 1 .6 1 .4 1 . 4

Total 100 .0% 100 .0% 100 .0%

Distribution by

	

Second

	

Language

3 . 9Lang .

	

of

	

Group as

	

Second

	

Lang . 3 . 4

Russian as

	

Second

	

Lang . 37 .1 49 . 1

Another

	

Lang .

	

as

	

Second

	

Lang . 2 .2 2 . 2

No Second

	

Lang . 57 .3 44 . 8

Total 100 .0% 100 .0 %

Distribution

	

by

	

First

	

and

	

Second

	

Languag e

First

	

Lang . :

	

Lang .

	

of

	

the

	

Group 50 .6% 37 .2 %
Second

	

Lang . :

	

None or

	

non-Russia n

First

	

Lang . :

	

Lang .

	

of

	

the

	

Group 36 .4 48 . 4
Second

	

Lang . :

	

Russia n

First

	

Lang . :

	

Russian 2 .7 3 . 2
Second

	

Lang . :

	

Lang .

	

of

	

the Group

First

	

Lang . :

	

Russian

Second

	

Lang . :

	

None or

	

not

	

th e

Lang .

	

of

	

the

	

Group

8 .8 9 . 8

First

	

Lang . :

	

Neither

	

Lang .

	

o f

the Group nor

	

Russian

1 .4 1 . 4

Total 100 .0% 100 .0%
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Cross-sectional analysis of all groupings for which data were availabl e

at any given census data would include some additional groupings . W e

chose to use the largest available consistent set of groupings (141) i n

order to study change over time .

	

In this part of the analysis, change i s

the primary concern, rather than a complete description at any one date .

Table 4 shows the mean proportion with Russian as first language in th e

1959, 1970, and 1979 Soviet censuses and the mean proportion with Russia n

as first or second language in the 1970 and 1979 censuses among the ethni c

groupings . Recall that the ethnic groupings are those ethnic groups b y

union republic for which data were reported in all three post-World War I I

censuses . The ethnic groupings are classified by whether the primar y

traditional religion of the group was Islamic and by location of th e

grouping -- in the USSR as a whole, in the Russian Republic, in a unio n

republic whose titular group was non-Moslem aside from the RSFSR, or in a

union republic whose titular group was traditionally Moslem .

	

The numbers ,

then, are the means for the groupings qualifying in the given category .

In virtually every classification by religion and location, the mea n

level aross groupings of Russian as first language and Russian as first o r

second language increased over time .

	

It is also clear that the level o f

knowledge of Russian and of claiming Russian as first language differe d

greatly between groups -- with non-Moslem groups having higher proportion s

knowing Russian well and higher proportions claiming Russian as first lan-

guage .

Also the linguistic identification of group members differed accordin g

to their location in the USSR .

	

Non-Moslems living in Moslem union republ -

ics had especially high levels of linguistic russification .
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TABLE 4

Russian as First and as First or Second Language for Groups by Union

Republic Listed in All Three Post-War Censuses

All

	

RSFSR

	

Other NonMoslem Moslem

Republic

	

Republi c

Mean Number Per Thousand of Groupings With Russian as 1st Languag e

197 9

NonMoslem Group 358 303 346 49 0

N (81) (24) (43) (14 )

Moslem Group 75 59 143 6 9
N (60) (15) (7) (38 )

197 0

NonMoslem Group 303 267 285 41 8

Moslem Group 54 46 83 5 2

195 9

NonMoslem Group 289 239 272 42 8

Moslem Group 44 41 68 4 1
---------------------------------------------------------------- -

Mean Number Per Thousand of Groupings With Russian as 1st or 2nd Language

197 9

NonMoslem Group 813 879 745 90 7

Moslem Group 586 797 535 51 3

197 0

NonMoslem Group 743 822 662 855

Moslem Group 457 711 352 377
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Explanatory Variable s

Based on theoretical considerations and earlier research on ethnic an d

linguistic change in the Soviet Union (e .g ., Anderson 1978 ; Silver 1974b ,

1978), we consider a combination of social, demographic, and policy varia-

bles . The socio-demographic variables are :

	

proportion urban and contac t
with Russians .

In general, we expect groups to be more likely to become linguisticall y
russified the more urbanized they are and the greater the degree of con -
tact with Russians .

	

Urban residents are more likely to appreciate the ad -
vantages of knowing Russian well as an aid in social mobility, while rura l
residents typically have lower mobility aspirations . Also, even rural re-
sidents in highly urban territories may have a greater appreciation of th e
value of knowing Russian than ruralites in a less urbanized area .

In general, we expect groups to have a higher degree of linguistic rus-

sification, the greater the amount of contact between group members an d
Russians .

	

Contact with Russians represents not only a measure of the ex -
tent of opportunities to use the Russian language but also the probabl e
degree of competition between Russians and group members for jobs and oth -

er social and cultural advantages .

	

In addition, interethnic group contac t

is more likely to occur in urban than rural places, because urban place s

tend to be more ethnically heterogeneous than rural places .

Based on earlier research using the 1959 and 1970 Soviet censuses, w e

expect not only that proportion urban and extent of interethnic contac t

will separately affect levels of linguistic russification, but that ther e

will be non-additive effects of proportion urban and contact .

	

Each wil l

have a greater effect, the higher the level of the other .

Proportion urban is operationalized simply as the proportion of th e

group in the area that lives in an urban area .

	

Ideally, we would like t o
examine trends in language identification for urban and rural population s

separately, rather than using "proportion urban" as a measure of the ef -

fects of urban life .

	

Such data would allow us to distinguish between th e

individual and the ecological hypotheses about urbanization .

	

However ,

published 1979 Soviet census statistics do not report language data fo r

urban and rural areas separately .

Contact with Russians is operationalized as the number of Russians i n

the union republic divided by the sum of the number of Russians and th e

number of members of the group in the union republic . Thus it is a mea-

sure of the balance between numbers of group members and of Russians .

This contact variable gives similar results to contact as operationalize d

by the proportion of the population of the area who identify themselves a s

ethnically Russian, which was used as a measure of contact with Russian s

in earlier work (Silver 1974b, 1978), but it performs somewhat better tha n

that variable .

In addition, we expect a cultural variable -- traditional religion of

the group -- to have not only an independent effect on linguistic russifi-

cation but also to have substantial non-additive effects in combinatio n
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with the proportion urban and contact variables .

	

Previous research base d

on the 1959 and 1970 Soviet census data has shown that Moslem ethni c

groups are especially resistant to shifting to Russian as first language ,

even when their socio-demographic situations would seem to be conducive t o

this change in the long run (Silver 1974b, 1978) .

A variety of explanations have been proposed for Moslem resistance t o

linguistic russification . These may be characterized most usefully, per-

haps, by the existence of a strong "Moslem ethnic ideology" that regard s

abandonment of the traditional language of the group for Russian as aki n

to rejection of the community of believers .

The independent variables did not all change in the same manner ove r

time . The proportion urban has increased over time .

	

For non-Moslem

groups, the level of contact has tended to increase, while for Moslem

groups, the level of contact has tended to decrease . The level of contac t

of Moslems has tended to decrease because of high rates of populatio n

growth of Moslems in Moslem republics and little tendency on the part o f

Moslems to move out of their home areas .

If a high proportion urban and a high level of contact with Russian s

contribute to linguistic russification, then the change over time in pro -

portion urban should by itself increase linguistic russification .

	

A pos -

sible reason for the high levels of linguistic russification of non-Mos-

lems in Moslem republics is the high proportion urban of non-Moslems i n

Moslem republics .

For non-union republic-level groups, Moslem groups had more years o f

language or literature schooling available in their group's language tha n

non-Moslems at every date .

	

Also, the increase in number of years of lan -

guage or literature schooling in the group's language was greater for Mos-

lem than non-Moslem groups .

The greater availability of bilingual schooling in which the group ' s

language was available at least as a separate subject of instruction wa s

not due to Moslem groups not knowing Russian as well as non-Moslem groups ,

since the difference between Moslem and non-Moslem groups in the number o f

years in which the group's language was available as the primary medium o f

instruction was negligible -- a difference of .14 years in 1958-60 and a

difference of .04 years in 1978-80 .

Data on First and Second Languag e

The 1959, 1970, and 1979 censuses each asked every respondent's nativ e

language (rodnoi iazyk), with parents answering for young children . Thi s

question seemingly elicited the language to which the person felt most at-

tracted or knew best -- it did not necessarily mean the language he or sh e

first learned . The person's native language did not have to match his o r

her self-identified ethnicity .

	

We use the terms "native language" and

"first language" interchangeably to refer to the responses recorded to th e

Soviet census question on "native language" .
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The 1970 and 1979 censuses (but not the 1959 census) also asked whethe r
a person "freely commanded" any other language of the peoples of the USS R
(at most one other language was recorded) . Thus a person could cite Rus-

sian, Estonian, Tatar, or Koryak, for example, as second language, sinc e

Russians, Estonians, Tatars, and Koryaks are considered "peoples of th e
USSR," but a person could not cite German or Korean as second language ,
since Germans and Koreans are considered foreign peoples . German, Korean ,
Russian, English, or any other language could be reported as first lan-

guage, however .

Analysis and Interpretatio n

We analyze the overall relation between the social, demographic, an d

policy variables and linguistic identification through multiple regres -
sion .

	

The main focus of attention is on explaining linguistic identifica -
tion in 1979 .

	

For this purpose, we use the values of the contact and pro-
portion urban variables for 1970 .

	

We use the values of the
school-language policy variables for 1959 .

	

We pick 1959 rather than 1970
or 1979 for the school-language policy variables because those people re -
ported in the 1979 census results would have received their education a t
some earlier time, and policy as of 1959 probably is a good indicator o f
school-language policy at the time the average non-Russian in 1979 was i n
school .

The results showed that in order for a group to have a high proportio n
of its members claiming Russian as first language in 1979, it is necessar y
that the group have both high degree of contact with Russians and a hig h
proportion living in urban places .

	

Furthermore, urban residence and con -
tact with Russians are more effective if the group is traditionally non -
Moslem than if the group is traditionally Moslem .

For a group to have a high proportion who know Russian well, i .e ., hav e
Russian as first or second language in 1979, a high degree of contact wit h

Russians was sufficient by itself . Furthermore, non-Moslem groups tended

to have a higher proportion knowing Russian well than Moslem groups .

Even with the religion, contact, and proportion urban variables take n

into account, a school-language policy variable was important for the pro -

portion who claimed Russian as first language and for the proportion wh o

knew Russian well .

	

But a different school-language variable was importan t
for each language variable .

	

For Russian as first language, the language -

literature school-language policy variable was more important ; for Russia n

as first or second language, the math-science school-language policy vari-

able was more important .
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Implication s

The differing effects of the two policy variables are suggestive .

	

Re -

call that we interpret the math-science school-language policy variable a s

an indicator of whether the group's traditional language was available a s

the primary medium of instruction, and the language-literature school-lan -

guage policy variable as an indicator of whether the group's traditiona l

language could be studied at least as a separate subject .

The results suggest that when native language schools -- schools wit h

the native language as the primary medium of instruction -- are eliminated ,

people tend to learn Russian well, but as long as the language or litera-
ture of the group can be studied at least as a separate subject in th e

group's language, group members do not tend to change to Russian as firs t

language .

	

This interpretation is consistent with earlier arguments w e

have made (Anderson 1978 ; Silver 1978) that learning of Russian as secon d

language is essentially a pragmatic decision conditioned by opportunitie s

and incentives to learn Russian well, while a change to Russian as firs t

language indicates a more fundamental shift of ethnic attachment .

We have shown (Anderson and Silver 1982b) that while the Soviet govern -

ment has phased out schools with a non-Russian language as the medium o f

instruction for groups below the level of union republic status, the

groups have an increased availability of study of the non-Russian languag -

es at least as separate subjects .

	

This Soviet policy of increasing th e

availability of language or literature classes in non-Russian languages ,

while decreasing the number of years that mathematics or science can b e

studied in a non-Russian language should result in a great increase in th e

proportion of non-Russians who know Russian well but should not cause a

commensurate decline in the number of non-Russians claiming their group' s

traditional language as native language .
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C . ESTIMATING RUSSIFICATION OF ETHNIC IDENTITY AMONG NON-RUSSIANS IN TH E

USS R

We describe and evaluate a method of estimating ethnic reidentificatio n

in the USSR . The method establishes relative differences in the propensi-

ty to reidentify ethnically among 26 Soviet nationalities .

	

We show tha t

these differences are not artifacts of the assumptions required to develo p

the estimates, and that many ethnic groups clearly experienced substantia l

reidentification between 1959 and 1970 .

	

Finally, we assess the implica -

tions of the Russian gain in population through ethnic reidentification .

Between the Soviet censuses of 1970 and 1979, the population of som e

ethnic groups declined, and the growth rate of other ethnic groups eithe r

lagged well behind or greatly exceeded the population growth rate of th e

country as a whole .

	

Four main demographic processes contribute to differ -

entials in the rate of growth of Soviet ethnic groups : fertility, mortali -

ty, emigration, and assimilation .

	

A fifth source of intergroup variatio n

is differential completeness of enumeration, which is not a demographi c

process but rather a problem of measurement .

Both Western and Soviet scholars have typically attributed the bulk o f

variation in growth rates among ethnic groups to fertility differentials .

This is reasonable since official Soviet statistics show that regiona l

fertility rates vary more than regional mortality rates, and regions ar e

readily identifiable as the basic territories of ethnic groups .

Except for Jews, Germans, and Armenians, emigration from the Soviet Un-

ion cannot account for much of the variation among Soviet ethnic groups i n

population growth .

	

In the past, some Asian groups, such as Uighurs an d

Kazakhs, have shifted back and forth across the Soviet border into Chin a

or Afghanistan, but this movement has become very limited in recent years .

The role of assimilation in accounting for the differential growt h

rates of Soviet ethnic groups has been largely unexplored by both Sovie t

and Western scholars .

	

However, possible assimilation of members of som e

ethnic groups has often been commented upon . The assimilation of smal l

groups, such as Karelians and Mordvinians, and of non-Russian Slavi c

groups, such as Ukrainians and Belorussians, has most often been suggest -

ed .

The new method elaborates substantially on the approach taken by Ander -

son (1978) .

	

In brief, the method works as follows .

	

Standard demographi c

techniques for estimating the proportion of a cohort surviving from one

census to another are applied, in order to establish a baseline of th e

number of members of an ethnic group who would be expected to be alive a t

the second census date . The expected number of survivors to the secon d

census date for each age cohort of a given ethnic group is compared to th e

reported number of cohort members at the second census date to determin e

the net number who have changed their ethnic self-identification, that is ,

have ethnically reidentified between censuses . In this analysis, we ar e

concerned with change between the 1959 Soviet census and the 1970 Sovie t

census .
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Measurement of the extent of ethnic reidentification for Soviet ethni c

groups is complicated by three main factors .

	

First, we lack mortalit y

data for ethnic groups .

	

Second, peculiarities in the categories used i n

Soviet census reports, especially for the reporting of age data, along

with a non-standard eleven-year gap between the 1959 and 1970 censuses ,

necessitate numerous adjustments to reported census figures before the es-

timated proportion surviving by age cohort can be applied to the 1959 po -
pulation .

	

Third, age distributions were not published for all Soviet eth -

nic groups for 1959 and 1970 .

Despite these complicating factors, we show that plausible estimates o f

the rates of ethnic reidentification can be made .

	

We also show that th e

wide differences among ethnic groups in the rate of ethnic reidentifica-

tion are unlikely to be primarily artifacts of the complicating factors .

Thus there is good reason to treat the estimated differences in rates o f

ethnic reidentification as real and in some cases substantial, althoug h

subject to some measurement error .

Definitions and Selection of Case s

We use the term ethnic reidentification as synonomous with assimila-

tion .

	

This is in keeping with recent practice of leading Soviet ethnogra -

phers and ethnic demographers, who define assimilation as the proces s

" . . .of inclusion of small groups (or of separate individuals) of one peo-

ple in the body of another -- usually a larger or more developed communi -

ty" (Bromlei and Kozlov 1977 : 19) . In current Soviet usage, assimilation

is viewed as one of a set of processes of ethnic unification characteriz-

ing Soviet society .

Most Soviet citizens acquire an internal passport at age sixteen whic h

lists, among other things, a person's nationality . Kozlov (1975), a lead-

ing Soviet ethnic demographer, has speculated that the listing of nation-
ality on the internal passport strongly inhibits subsequent change in eth -

nic identification .

	

He sees the choice of passport nationality as clearl y

"fixing" ethnic affiliation .

	

His view suggests not only that younger peo -

ple, who have not yet chosen their passport nationality, would be mor e

likely to reidentify ethnically, but that there should be virtually n o

ethnic reidentification after a person's passport nationality is chose n

We define a measure of reidentification based on the 1959 and 1970 cen-

suses as follows :

ETHNIC REIDENTIFICATION :

	

The difference between the actual numbe r

of people claiming to be members of a given ethnic group in 1970 an d

the number who would be expected to claim to be members of that eth -

nic group in 1970 if all those who were members of that ethnic grou p

in 1959 and who survived to 1970 maintained their original ethni c

identification .

The estimated difference between the actual and expected number of sur-

vivors of an ethnic group between census dates is a net number ; it doe s
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not reflect the gross amount of shifting in ethnic identities .

	

Also ,

without individual-level time series data, it is impossible to measure th e

gross amount of ethnic reidentification that occurs between census dates .

Nevertheless, the net proportions changing their ethnic identification in -

dicate the attractiveness of particular ethnic self-designations .

	

Ethni c

reidentification affects the long-term survival or disappearance of a n

ethnic group through the net shift rather than the total (gross) amount o f

reidentification .

The net estimates of ethnic reidentification show the overall loss o r

gain in members of an ethnic group by cohort, but in the case of net loss ,

the destination ethnic group is not stated .

	

We think that in most case s

the destination ethnic group is Russians .

	

This is supported by our evi -

dence of a net gain by Russians .

Members of some groups are probably shifting to ethnic identification s

other than Russian .

	

For instance, Bashkirs, are probably becoming Tatars ,

Poles may be becoming Ukrainians or Belorussians, and Ossetians may be be -

coming Georgians .

	

In the non-Russian republics, the titular non-Russia n

nationality may also assimilate members of other nationalities located i n

the republic .

	

Assimilation of Lezghians by Azerbaidzhanis and of Uighur s

by Uzbeks and Kazakhs are examples .

In these special cases, data on native language choice in 1959 woul d

suggest a tendency toward assimilation by the designated non-Russian eth -

nic group, not only by Russians .

	

For such groups, caution must be exer -

cised in interpreting results .

	

However, the main destination ethnic grou p

for ethnic reidentifiers is the Russians .

We focus on estimates by age cohort for several reasons . Since the po-

pulation distribution by age at each census date is given, the proportio n

of a given age cohort surviving between censuses cannot be affected b y

fertility .

	

Furthermore, by focusing on the proportion surviving by ag e

cohort rather than the entire population of an ethnic group, we can com-

pare the extent of reidentification of the same age cohort across ethni c

groups, and we can compare the extent of reidentification of different ag e

cohorts within the same ethnic group .

The number and choice of ethnic groups for which age data were pub-

lished in 1959 and 1970 limits the groups for which estimates can be made .

We make cohort estimates of change in ethnic identity between 1959 an d

1970 for 26 Soviet ethnic groups .

CASES FOR ANALYSI S

The 26 qualifying nationalities represent a diverse set of politica l

and cultural backgrounds as well as probable assimilation rates .

	

Table 5
lists for each of the 26 groups, the political status of their officia l

territory, their population in 1959 in thousands, their predominant tradi -

tional religion, and the family to which their traditional language be -

longs .
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TABLE 5

Characteristics of Twenty-Six Soviet Nationalities Included in th e

Analysi s

	

Ethnic Group Population

	

Predominan t

1 959 in

	

Traditiona l

	

Thousands

	

Religio n

Level o f

Officia l

Territor y

SSR

Belorussians 7,913 Orthodox Christian Slavi c

Moldavians 2,214 Orthodox Christian Romanc e

Russians 114,114 Orthodox Christian Slavi c

Ukrainians 37,253 Orthodox Christian Slavi c

Estonians 989 Lutheran Finni c

Latvians 1,400 Lutheran Balti c

Lithuanians 2,326 Roman

	

Catholic Balti c

Armenians 2,787 Armenian

	

Christian Distinctiv e

Indo-Europea n

Georgians 2,692 Orthodox Christian Caucasia n

Azerbaidzhanis 2,940 Moslem Turki c

Kazakhs 3,622 Moslem Turki c

Kirghiz 969 Moslem Turki c

Tadzhiks 1,397 Moslem Irani c

Turkmenians 1,002 Moslem Turki c

ASSR

Uzbeks 6,015 Moslem Turki c

Buriats 253 Buddhist Mongolia n

Chuvash 1,470 Orthodox Christian Turki c

Karelians 167 Orthodox Christian Finni c

Komi 28] Orthodox Christian Finni c

Mari 504 Orthodox Christian Finni c

Mordvinians 1,285 Orthodox Christian Finni c
Tuvinians 100 Buddhist Turki c

Udmurts 625 Orthodox Christian Finni c

Yakuts 233 Orthodox Christian Turki c

Bashkirs 989 Moslem Turki c

Tatars 4,765 Moslem Turkic

Languag e

Famil y



The formal political status of an ethnic group's official territory i s
related to the extent of availability of cultural facilities in the
group's traditional language (Anderson and Silver 1982) .

	

Hence one migh t

expect formal political status to be related to a group's tendency to as-

similate .

AGE GROUPS FOR ANALYSI S

Estimates are presented for all cohorts age 38 or younger in 1959 (1 1
to 49 in 1970) .

	

The estimates for older age groups would be more sensi -

tive to any errors in the mortality assumptions than would the estimate s

for the younger age groups, because of the higher mortality rates of olde r

age groups .

When actual mortality rates are high, as they are for older people, an y

error in the assumed mortality level will have a greater impact on the es-

timated number of survivors than when the actual mortality rates are low .
Also, actual changes in ethnic and linguistic identification are mor e

likely to occur among younger than older people .

	

Thus, real changes i n

language and ethnic identity among older people would be more difficult t o
detect, because the fairly small magnitude of the identity change coul d

easily be masked by the large variability in the number of estimated sur -
vivors across possible mortality levels .

The estimates in this analysis are based on model life tables and o n

the observed numbers recorded in the 1959 and 1970 censuses by cohort fo r

the USSR as a whole .

	

By omitting the oldest age cohorts, we reduce th e

risk that any apparent reidentification might be caused by erroneous mor-

tality assumptions, and we can infer more safely that estimated inter-co-

hort differences in reidentification are not an artifact of the surviva l

assumption used .

Therefore, for both technical and theoretical reasons, we focus on th e

younger age cohorts in the 1959 Soviet census . Among these cohorts, per -

sons age 38 or younger in 1959, we expect reidentification to be greates t

among those who were adolescents at the first census date, in line wit h

Kozlov's view .

	

We expect rates of ethnic reidentification to decline wit h

age after adolescence . We do not know what level of estimated ethni c
reidentification to expect for the youngest cohort, since their ethni c

identification at the first census reflects the report by their parents .
Furthermore, any apparent change in ethnic identification for the younges t

cohort might better be regarded as a crystallization of ethnic identit y

than as ethnic RE-identification .

Several steps are involved in aligning the 1959 and 1970 age cohort s

and in estimating the number who changed to Russian ethnic identificatio n

between 1959 and 1970 . The technical aspects of the method are explaine d

in detail in our paper (Anderson and Silver 1981) .



Result s

In this section, we examine the degree of sensitivity of the estimate s

of the proportions reidentifying ethnically to the survival assumptio n

used .

	

First we examine implied proportions reidentifying for the USSR a s

a whole under five different survival assumptions that bracket the likel y

range of Soviet mortality experience . Then, using the same set of five
survival assumptions, we examine the impact of the assumption chosen o n

estimated proportions reidentifying for 25 non-Russian nationalities .

THE SOVIET POPULATION AS A WHOL E

Table 6 shows estimated proportions ethnically reidentifying for th e

Soviet population as a whole using Coale-Demeny East Model Life Tables a t

levels 17, 19, 21, and 23, and using the survival proportions implied b y

the age distribution of the Soviet population as a whole in 1959 and 1970 .
The estimates for the cohort age 0-38 are obtained through summing the ne t

number estimated to have reidentified, whether positive or negative ,

across the four constituent age cohorts and then dividing that by the sum

of the estimated number surviving in the four age cohorts . Throughou t

this analysis, the estimates for the age cohort 0-38 in 1959 are obtained

by combining the estimates for the four constituent age cohorts .

For the Soviet population as a whole, the reidentification estimate s
are actually estimates of the proportion experiencing net migration .

Thus, since the Soviet population was virtually closed to migration bet-

ween 1959 and 1970, at an appropriate mortality level these estimated pro -

portions reidentifying should be zero .

	

As expected, the estimated propor-

tions ethnically reidentifying using implied survival from the reporte d
age distributions are within a rounding error of zero .

The estimates using Coale-Demeny Model Life Tables in Table 6 sugges t

that the various cohorts were on different life tables .

	

Assuming no dif -

ferential enumeration of age cohorts across censuses, the youngest cohort ,

those 0-8 in 1959, was between levels 21 and 23, the second cohort wa s

between 19 and 21, the third cohort was between 17 and 19, and the fourt h

cohort was between 19 and 21 .

	

The overall mortality experience of thos e

0-38 was between 19 and 21 .

TWENTY-FIVE NON-RUSSIAN GROUP S

An effective way to examine the sensitivity of the estimates of ethni c

reidentification to the survival assumption employed is to examine dat a

for all 25 non-Russian nationalities for which we estimate ethnic reiden-

tification .

	

Figures 3 through 7 depict for each of five age cohorts th e

range of the estimates of the number per thousand population in 1959 eth-

nically reidentifying by 1970 for each of the 25 non-Russian nationali-

ties, as well as for the Russians and for the USSR population as a whol e

under five different survival assumptions :

	

Coale-Demeny East Model Lif e
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TABLE 6

Estimated Proportion Ethnically Reidentifying for the USSR, 1959-1970

Coale-Demeny East Model

	

USSR Cohor t

Life Tables

	

Surviva l
----------------------------- -

Level

	

Level

	

Level

	

Level

	

1959-197 0

17

	

19

	

21

	

2 3

Expectation

	

58 .o

	

62 .8

	

67 .6

	

72 . 5

of Lif e

at Birth

------------------------------------------ -

Age i n

195 9

	

0-8

	

-21 .2

	

-11 .2

	

-3 .2

	

2 .2

	

. 7

	

9-18

	

-8 .6

	

- .4

	

7 .3

	

13 .6

	

. 0

	

19-28

	

-10 .8

	

.4

	

10 .6

	

19 .6

	

. 0

	

29-38

	

-14 .1

	

-2 .7

	

10 .1

	

23 .2

	

. 0

	

0-38

	

-14 .1

	

-3 .9

	

5 .8

	

14 .0

	

. 2

Tables at levels 17, 19, 21, and 23, and the survival proportions b y

cohort for the USSR population as a whole between 1959 and 1970 .

	

In eac h

figure, the values for the USSR population as a whole and for the Russian s

appear in the left-most part of the figure .

	

Proceeding rightward from th e

Russians, the values for the 25 non-Russian ethnic groups are arranged i n

descending order of the estimated proportion ethnically reidentifying fo r

the 0-38 cohort, under the USSR survival assumption .

	

Each ethnic group i s

identified by a three-letter abbreviation .

	

The group associated with eac h

abbreviation is identified in Table 7 .

	

Several conclusions are suggeste d

by these figures .

RANGE OF ESTIMATE S

For each ethnic group and age cohort, the range between the maximum an d

minimum proportions estimated to have ethnically reidentified under th e

varying survival assumptions is generally narrow .

	

It is narrowest for th e

second age cohort, those age 9-18 in 1959, and widest for the fourth ag e

cohort, those age 29-38 in 1959 . This supports our argument that the es-

timates of reidentification are less sensitive to the mortality assump-

tions for the younger age groups than for the older ones .
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Figure 3 :

	

Range of Estimated Number per Thousand Reidentifying by 197 0
for Those Age 0-38 in 195 9
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Figure 4 : Range of Estimated Number per Thousand Reidentifying by
197 0

for Those Age 0-8 in 195 9
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Figure 5 :

	

Range of Estimated Number per Thousand Reidentifying by 197 0
for Those Age 9-18 in 195 9
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Figure 6 :

	

Range of Estimated Number per Thousand Reidentifying by 197 0

for Those Age 19-28 in 195 9
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Figure 7 :

	

Range of Estimated Number per Thousand Reidentifying by 197 0
for Those Age 29-38 in 195 9
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Thus regardless of the actual mortality experience of individual ethni c

groups, within the range of survival assumptions, the ethnic groups sho w

the same relative pattern in the proportions ethnically reidentifying .

For many groups, such as the ASSR-level Chuvash, Karelians, Komi, Mari ,

Mordvinians, and Udmurts, the proportions ethnically reidentifying ar e

quite large, whatever the survival assumption .

STABILITY OF ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION .

	

The estimates in Figures 3 throug h

7 support our expectation that ethnic reidentification is more likely t o

occur among younger than among older non-Russians .

	

For all the 25 non-

Russian nationalities, except the Ukrainians and the Estonians, the secon d

age cohort has the highest rate of ethnic reidentification .

	

In these two

exceptional cases, the third cohort (age 19-28 in 1959) shows the highes t

reidentification proportion .

	

On average, the third and fourth age cohort s

(age 19-28 and 29-38, respectively, in 1959) show positive reidentifica-

tion proportions, and for Karelians and Mordvinians these proportions ar e

very high .

Therefore, ethnic self-identification is not completely stable afte r

the teenage years . The " subjective " determination of nationality in th e

Soviet censuses permits substantial assimilation by self-identification t o

occur even among adults .

	

Kozlov may be correct in believing that the us e

of nationality on official documents retards change in ethnic self-identi-

fication, but the existence of an official nationality does not preven t

substantial change from occurring among adults between censuses .

Gainers and Losers through Assimilation

Figure 3 reveals marked inter-group differences in the proportions eth-

nically reidentifying between 1959 and 1970 .

	

The 26 nationalities (in -

cluding the Russians and the 25 non-Russian nationalities) may be roughl y

classified into three main groupings :

	

(a) REIDENTIFIERS, (b) GROUPS WIT H

LITTLE CHANGE, and (c) GAINERS .

REIDENTIFIERS . The ethnic groups estimated to have the largest propor-

tions reidentifying between 1959 and 1970 are ASSR-level nationalitie s

whose official territories are located in the RSFSR .

	

The two most ex -

treme cases are the Karelians and the Mordvinians .

	

Among the Karelians ,

between 16 and 18 percent of those age 0-38 in 1959 are estimated to hav e

reidentified ethnically by 1970 ; among the Mordvinians, between 14 and 1 6
percent of this cohort reidentified ethnically between 1959 and 1970 .

From the cohort age 9-18 in 1959, the Karelians lost between 30 and 3 2

percent through reidentification by 1970, while the Mordvinians lost bet-

ween 28 and 29 percent .

It is not coincidental that of the 25 non-Russian nationalities for

which we made reidentification estimates, the Karelians and Mordvinian s

are the only groups that showed an absolute decrease in their total popu-

lation in the USSR between the censuses of 1959 and 1970 (as well as bet-

ween 1970 and 1979) .

	

For these groups, high rates of assimilation appa -

rently occur not only in the youngest age cohorts but also among adults .
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Several other ethnic groups display less extreme but nonetheless hig h

estimated rates of ethnic reidentification .

	

Like the Karelians and th e

Mordvinians, these are ASSR-level nationalities with official homelands i n

the RSFSR and with an Orthodox Christian traditional religion .

	

The Chu -

vash, Komi, Mari, and Udmurts all are estimated to have lost between 6 an d

10 percent of the 0-38 cohort due to ethnic reidentification between 195 9

and 1970 .

	

For these groups, between 17 and 25 percent of the 8-19 year -

old cohort are estimated to have reidentified over the same period .

The Tuvinians are estimated to have lost between 3 .8 and 6 .3 percent o f

the 0-38 cohort through reidentification between 1959 and 1970 .

	

Becaus e

this relatively high estimated loss through ethnic reidentification is no t

consistent with the low propensity of Tuvinians to adopt Russian as nativ e

language (Silver 1974b), we are skeptical that Tuvinians are actually rus-

sifying in such proportions .

There are two alternative explanations for the Tuvinian results .

First,

	

the

	

survival

	

rate

	

of

	

Tuvinians

	

may

	

actually

	

have

	

been worse tha n

that

	

implied

	

by

	

the

	

Coale-Demeny

	

East

	

Model Life

	

Table

	

at

	

level 17 . Thi s

is

	

unlikely

	

to

	

be

	

the

	

complete

	

explanation, since

	

even

	

at

	

level 15, the

Tuvinians would show a net 3 percent reidentification proportion for th e

0-38 cohort .

	

Second, the Tuvinian ASSR is located on the Soviet borde r

with the Mongolian People's Republic .

	

It is plausible that this borde r

was not completely closed to migration between 1959 and 1970 .

	

At leve l

17, only a net of about 3,000 Tuvinians would have had to have emigrate d

to account for the estimated reidentification of those age 0-38 in 1959 .

The remaining ASSR-level nationalities, the Yakuts and the Buriats, ar e

marginal cases in the Reidentifier category .

Of the ASSR-level nationalities, the Tatars show the lowest estimate d

proportions ethnically reidentifying . The Tatars are one of the two ASS R

nationalities (of the 11 for which we have estimates) who by tradition ar e

Moslem .

	

The other Moslem ASSR nationality, the Bashkirs, had a high reid -

entification proportion, comparable to that of the traditionally Orthodo x

ASSR-level nationalities .

	

But based on census data on native language

	

and

on the historical pattern of assimilation of the Bashkirs by the Tatars ,

we would surmise that most of the 6 to 8 percent of the Bashkirs in th e

0-38 cohort who are estimated to have reidentified ethnically between 195 9

and 1970 relabelled themselves as Tatars .

	

If this is true, then the lo w

estimated proportion reidentifying among the Tatars is partially due t o

their absorption of Bashkirs .

GROUPS WITH LITTLE CHANGE .

	

All nationalities whose official territo -

ries have the status of union republics (SSR's), with the exception of th e

Armenians, Georgians, and Russians, have estimated rates of ethnic reiden-

tification that are close to zero .

For the six Moslem nationalities in this group, the range between th e

low and the high estimated proportion of the 0-38 cohort that reidentifie d

between 1959 and 1970 across the five survival assumptions was -1 .5 and

+4 .3 percent . Thus this range spanned the zero point . The six nationali -

ties are the Azerbaidzhanis, Kazakhs, Kirghiz, Tadzhiks, Turkmenians, and

Uzbeks .



Actual survival rates for these groups were probably near the low en d

of the range for which we have estimated the proportions that ethnicall y

reidentified ; therefore, the proportions of these groups that actuall y

reidentified were probably also close to the low end of the estimate d

range .

	

If there is any assimilation of members of these groups, it i s

less likely to be assimilation by Russians than it is by other Mosle m

groups .

The three Baltic nationalities (Estonians, Latvians, Lithuanians) als o

have negligible proportions ethnically reidentifying in the 0-38 cohort ,

with estimates ranging between -1 .4 and +3 .8 percent .

	

Thus, despite th e

increasing net mi g ration of Russians to the Baltic republics, there ap-
pears to be little net ethnic russification of the titular nationalities .

This is consistent with the report by a Soviet social scientist that eve n

when marriages occur between Balts and Russians in these republics, th e

children tend to choose on their passports the nationality of the titula r

group in the republic (Terent'eva 1969) .

The proportion of Moldavians reidentifying also appears to b

e negligible.	 Between 0.1 and 2.8 percent of the Moldavian 0-38 cohort are esti-

mated to have reidentified ethnically between 1959 and 1970 .

The most surprising result of the reidentification estimates is the ap-

parently low proportion undergoing ethnic reidentification among the Belo-

russians and Ukrainians . Given the well documented historical patterns o f

assimilation of these two Slavic groups by the Russians, particularly fo r

Belorussians and Ukrainians living outside their titular republics, a s

well as the evidence that Ukrainians and Belorussians readily intermarr y

with Russians, we would expect to find higher rates of ethnic reidentifi-

cation among the two major non-Russian Slavic groups .

	

Yet in the 0-38 co -

hort, only between -l .4 and +1 .4 percent of the Belorussians are estimate d

to have ethnically reidentified, and only between -0 .3 and + 2 .5 percen t

of the Ukrainians appear to have done so .

One possible explanation of the low apparent rates of assimilation o f

the Belorussians and Ukrainians is that the two groups were absorbing mem -

bers of other groups :

	

Poles and Jews . There were large numbers of Pole s

in Belorussia and the Ukraine in 1959 .

	

These numbers declined absolutel y

between 1959 and 1970 . Furthermore, many of the self-identified "Poles "

in the 1959 census probably were actually Belorussians or Ukrainians wh o

called themselves Poles because they were Roman Catholics .

The Jews also declined in absolute numbers in the USSR between 1959 and

1970 -- before the beginning of substantial emigration in the 1970's - -

and may also have helped to increase the number of Belorussians and Ukrai-

nians . However, given their pattern of language preference, we would ex-

pect most of the Jews who reidentified ethnically to become Russians, no t

Belorussians or Ukrainians .

To take possible assimilation of Poles by Ukrainians and Belorussian s

into account, we estimate the proportion ethnically russifying of the

three Slavic groups -- Ukrainians, Belorussians, and Poles -- taken to-

gether . We estimate that between -0 .2 and +2 .6 of the "Non-Russian Slavs "

in the 0-38 age cohort in 1959 ethnically russified by 1970 .
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Therefore, the possible absorption of Poles by Belorussians and Ukrai-

nians cannot explain the low estimated rate of ethnic russification of th e

Belorussians and Ukrainians .	 Kozlov (1982 : 288) has claimed, in any case ,

that the declining reported number of Poles in the USSR has resulte d

chiefly from their assimilation by Russians rather than from their assimi-

lation by Ukrainians and Belorussians .

GAINERS .

	

Three ethnic groups show definite "negative" rates of ethni c

reidentification, which implies that they gained in group members .

	

Thes e

three are the Georgians, the Armenians, and the Russians .

The main source of the Georgian surplus is probably the Ossetians, wh o

have shown a strong tendency toward adoption of Georgian as native lan-

guage . Another source of the apparent surplus of Georgians could be unu-

sually high survival rates .

	

In their study of old-age mortality, Bennet t

and Garson have shown that the Georgians have an unusually large propor-

tion of reported old people, which might suggest better than average mor -

tality rates for younger age groups as well .

	

But the reported longevit y

of Georgians may be primarily due to age exaggeration (Bennett and Carso n

1982) .

The Armenian SSR is ethnically the most homogeneous republic in th e

USSR .

	

In 1959, 88 percent of the republic's population consisted of Arme -

nians .

	

Intermarriage between Armenians and non-Armenians in the Armenia n

SSR occurs extremely infrequently .

	

Assimilation of non-Armenians i s

therefore not a likely source of the excess Armenians .

Instead, the most likely source is repatriation of Armenians from ab -

road .

	

Between 1946 and 1975, approximately 150,000 Armenians repatriated

to Soviet Armenia .

	

Of these, 90,000 arrived in 1946-1949, and the remain -

der came later .

	

During the 1960's, an average of 2 to 4 thousand Armeni -

ans per year repatriated to Soviet Armenia from abroad .

Under the USSR cohort survival assumption, only on net about 24,000

Armenians who were age 0-38 in 1959 would have had to have immigrated t o

account for the extra Armenians estimated to be in this cohort of Sovie t

Armenians in 1970 .

	

Therefore, we consider Armenians not to be gainer s

through ethnic reidentification but instead to belong to the group of na-

tionalities showing little change due to ethnic reidentification .

RATES OF RE IDENTIFICATION .

	

Another way to illustrate the implication s

of the differing proportions reidentifying ethnically between 1959 and

1970 is to calculate the implied annual rates of decline based on the pro-

portions reidentifying during the 11 year intercensal period .

	

An exten -

sion of this approach is to calculate the number of years that it woul d

take, at the given annual rate of decline, for a cohort to lose half o f

its members due to ethnic reidentification . The "halving times" are ana-

logous to radioactive half-lives . The annual rates and halving times ar e

given in Table 7 for the 0-38 age cohort .

The annual rates and halving times assume that each group's surviva l

proportion between 1959 and 1970 equalled the USSR cohort survival propor-

tion .

	

In cases where the estimated reidentification proportion was nega -

tive, no rates of decline or halving times are given .
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TABLE 7

Rates of Ethnic Reidentification and Halving Time for 0-38 Cohort

Annual Rate

	

Halving Tim e
of Decline

	

in Year s
per 1,000

1 . GROUPS

	

REIDENTIFYIN G

Karelians

	

(KAR) 17 .2 4 0
Mordvinians

	

(MOR) 15 .0 4 6
Udmurts

	

(UDM) 8 .9 7 8
Komi

	

(KOM) 8 .0 8 7
Chuvash

	

(CHU) 7 .8 8 9
Mari

	

(MAR) 7 .5 9 3
Bashkirs

	

(BAS) 6 .8 10 3
Yakuts

	

(YAK) 5 .9 11 8
Tuvinians

	

(TUV) 4 .8 14 4
Buriats

	

(BUR) 3 .4 20 3

2 . GROUPS

	

WITH

	

LITTLE

	

CHANG E

Kirghiz

	

(KIR) 2 .9 24 1
Estonians

	

(EST) 2 .2 32 0
Tadzhiks

	

(TAD) 2 .1 33 3
Tatars

	

(TAT) 1 .9 37 0
Moldavians

	

(MOL) 1 .4 505
Turkmenians

	

(TUR) 1 .3 52 5
Azerbaidzhanis

	

(AZE) 1 .1 63 9
Latvians

	

(LAT) 1 .1 65 5
Ukrainians

	

(UKR) 1 .0 67 1
Uzbeks

	

(UZB) .2 2,95 4
Belorussians

	

(BEL )

Kazakhs

	

(KAZ )

Lithuanians

	

(LIT)
Armenians (ARM )

3

	

GROUPS GAINING THROUGH REIDENTIFICATIO N

Georgians (CEO )

Russians (RUS )

NOTES :

	

(a) The rates are calculated on the basis of estimate s

of ethnic reidentification using the 1959-1970 USS R

cohort survival assumption .

(b) Rates are not calculated (given as --) if estimate d
reidentification was negative .
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For the 0-38 age cohort among ethnic groups that were reidentifyin g

between 1959 and 1970 (Panel 1 of Table 7), the estimated average annua l

decline in population per thousand due to ethnic reidentification range d

between 17 .2 for the Karelians and 3 .4 for the Buriats .

	

At the estimate d

annual rates of decline,

	

the Karelian cohort would lose half of its 195 9
population due to reidentification in 40

	

years,

	

i .e .,

	

by the year 1999 .
The Mordvinian cohort would reduce by half in 46 years ;

	

the Bashkirs, Ud -

murts, Komi, Chuvash,

	

and Mari in about 80 to 100 years ;

	

and the Buriat s

in 203 years .

These are hypothetical figures for several reasons .

	

First, they assume

a constant annual

	

rate of decline .

	

If

	

1979 age data for

	

Soviet ethni c

groups become available,

	

we would compare the reidentification rates bet -

ween 1959-1970 and

	

1970-1979 .

	

Second,

	

the figures assume an identica l

survival proportion by cohort (those age 0-8,

	

9-18,

	

19-28,

	

and 29-38 i n

1959) between 1959 and 1970 for all ethnic groups .

	

Third, cohorts do no t
survive 100 or 200 years . But the halving times are based on actual ex-

periences of ethnic groups between 1959 and 1970, and they help to demons-

trate how dramatically diverse these experiences have been .

The experiences of the groups with

	

little estimated change due to eth -

nic reidentification (Panel 2 of Table 7) contrast sharply with the exper -

iences of the

	

groups seemingly undergoing substantial

	

reidentificatio n

(Panel 1) .

	

At

	

the assumed survival proportions,

	

several

	

of the group s

with little change are estimated to have slight net gains through reiden -

tification ;

	

for these groups, no annual rates of decline or halving time s

are given in Table 7 .

For those groups

	

that have positive estimated proportions reidentify-

ing, the annual rates of decline per thousand population range from a hig h

of 2 .9 for the Kirghiz to a low of 0 .2 for the Uzbeks . Correspondingly ,

the projected halving times for the 0-38 age cohort range from a low o f

203 years to a high of 2,954 years .

RUSSIAN GAI N

Now that we have described the differential rates of ethnic reidentifi-

cation among non-Russian nationalities, we examine the magnitude of th e

Russian gain in population through assimilation .

MAGNITUDE OF GAIN .

	

Assuming that Russians survived between 1959 and

1970 at the same rate as the Soviet population as a whole, Russians had a

net gain of 7 .7 people per thousand through reidentification in the 0-38
cohort .

	

Under this survival assumption, non-Russians as a whole age 0-3 8
in 1959 had a net loss of 10 .0 people per thousand through ethnic russifi-

cation .

Based on these estimates of the proportions ethnically russifying bet -

ween 1959 and 1970, the Russians gained an estimated 599 .9 thousand in th e

0-38 age cohort (age 11-49 in 1970), while non-Russians lost an estimate d

638 .5 thousand . The difference between these two estimates is not large .
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The survival rate of Russians during this period may in fact have bee n

somewhat below that of the USSR population as a whole (Dutton 1979) .

	

I f

so, in order to obtain the reported number of Russians in the 11-49 ag e

cohort in the 1970 census, the Russians would have had to gain throug h

reidentification somewhat more than 600 thousand .

	

At the same time, i f

the survival rate of the non-Russian population as a whole was somewha t

better than that of the USSR population as a whole between 1959 and 1970 ,

the estimated number of non-Russians who reidentified would also be high-

er .

The purpose of this analysis is not to come up with precise estimate s

of the number of people the Russians gained and the non-Russians los t

through ethnic reidentification .

	

Precise estimates of these numbers woul d

require mortality data by ethnic group that are not currently available .

It is probably safe to assume, however, that the magnitude of the Russia n

gain was at least 600,000 between the censuses of 1959 and 1970 in the co-

hort age 0-38 in 1959 (11-49 in 1970) .

The significance of a Russian gain of this magnitude can be examined b y

calculating how the Russians would have fared as a proportion of the So-

viet population as a whole with and without the estimated 600,000 ethni c

reidentifiers .

	

In 1959, Russians were 54 .6 percent of the total Sovie t

population .

	

In 1970, they were 53 .4 percent .

If we assume that practically all those who actually reidentified a s

Russians were within the 0-38 age group in 1959, then we can estimate tha t

without their net gains through ethnic reidentification, Russians woul d

have comprised 53 .1 percent of the Soviet population in 1970 .

	

Althoug h

the difference between 53 .4 percent and 53 .1 percent is small, the declin e

in Russians as a proportion of the Soviet population was only 80 percen t

of what it is estimated to have been if the Russians had not gained popu -

lation through reidentification .

Another way to look at these numbers is to calculate the annual declin e

in the proportion of the Soviet population constituted by Russians wit h

and without a net Russian gain through ethnic reidentification betwee n

1959 and 1970 of 600,000 people .

	

With ethnic reidentification, the actua l

annual decline in the proportion of the population that was Russians wa s

0 .020 percent ; had there been no ethnic reidentification, the annual de -

cline in the Russian proportion of the population would have been 0 .02 5

percent .

	

These rates of decline take into account fertility and mortalit y

rates of Russians and non-Russians, because they are based on the chang e

in both the number of Russians between 1959 and 1970 and the number o f

non-Russians .

If ethnic reidentification occurred between the 1970 and 1979 censuse s

at the same annual rate as in the 1959-1970 intercensal period, and if th e

rates of natural increase of Russians and non-Russians also continued a s

in 1959-1970, because of their gains through ethnic reidentification Rus-

sians should have constituted 52 .5 percent of the Soviet population i n

1979 ; had the Russians not gained through reidentification, they shoul d

have constituted 51 .9 percent of the Soviet population .

	

In fact, accord -

ing to the 1979 Soviet census Russians were 52 .4 percent of the Soviet po -

pulation .
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If we employ the same assumptions about the rates of ethnic reidentifi-

cation and natural increase (and assuming minimal emigration), we can pro-

ject that if the Russians were not gaining through reidentification the y
would decline to only half of the Soviet population in the year 1994 ; be -
cause they are gaining through reidentification, they will not decline t o
half of the Soviet population until 2003 -- 9 years later .

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE RUSSIAN GAIN .

	

In principle, the contributions

	

o f
the 25 non-Russian nationalities to the estimated Russian gain throug h
reidentification could be assessed by multiplying the estimated proportio n
reidentifying in each nationality by its population size .

	

For severa l
reasons, however, estimates of the number of people contributed by indivi-

dual nationalities to the Russian gain can be made only . with substantia l
risk of error .

Nonetheless, one rough estimate of the contribution to the Russian gai n
does seem in order . If we can assume that the survival proportions by ag e
among the Russians were close to those of the Soviet population as a whol e
between 1959 and 1970, as well as that the survival proportions of th e
other Slavic nationalities taken together and of the non-Slavic nationali-

ties taken together were also close to the all-USSR levels, then it i s
possible to gauge the relative contributions of the Slavic and non-Slavi c
populations to the Russian gain .

Table 8 presents estimates for non-Russian Slavs and for other non-Rus-

sians, using the USSR cohort survival assumption . We combine the Belorus-
sians, Ukrainians, and Poles into a single non-Russian Slavic group fo r
reasons discussed earlier .

	

In addition, we assume that all of the ne t
reidentifiers among the non-Russian Slavs and among the remaining non-Rus-

sian population as a whole became Russians .

The most striking thing about Table 8 is that, despite their low ove-

rall proportion reidentifying, the reidentifification of non-Russian Slav s
can account for 55 .4 percent of the total Russian gain .

	

Because the Uk -
rainians, Belorussians, and Poles together constituted 49 .1 percent of th e
entire non-Russian population of the USSR in 1959, even with a low esti-

mated rate of ethnic russification they can account for a majority of th e
net Russian gain .

	

In fact, the Ukrainians alone, who constituted 39 . 3

percent of the non-Russian population in 1959, can be estimated to contri-
bute 271 thousand people to the Russian net gain through reidentification
between 1959 and 1970 -- 45 .1 percent of the Russian gain .

That 357 thousand non-Russian Slavs may have changed their ethni c
self-identification to Russian between the censuses of 1959 and 1970 i s
impressive . The non-Russian Slavic groups also appear to have a somewha t
higher propensity to reidentify as Russians than do other non-Russians a s
a whole .

	

As shown in column (a) of Table 8, an estimated 11 .8 per thou -
sand non-Russian Slavs in the 0-38 age cohort reidentified between 195 9
and 1970 ; while an estimated 8 .4 per thousand other non-Russians did so .

The large number of non-Russian Slavs who appear to have russified eth-

nically between these two censuses suggests that over a period of many de-

cades, if the same process and rate of russification has been occurring ,
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TABLE 8

Estimated Contribution by Slavs and Non-Slavs to the Gain in Russian s

between 1959 and 197 0

Age in 1959 :

	

0-3 8

(a)

Numbe r

Reidentifying

per

	

1,000

(b )

Numbe r

Reidentifyin g

x

	

1,000

(c)

Pct .

	

o f

Russia n

Gai n

-7 .7 -599 . 9

11 .8 357 .3 55 . 5

8 .4 286 .3 44 .5

NOTE :

	

"Non-Russian Slavs" are Ukrainians, Belorussians ,

and Poles .

many million former Ukrainians and other non-Russian Slavs have change d

their ethnic identification to Russian .

	

Therefore, the suggestions by Le -

wis, Rowland, and Clem (1976), and by Kozlov (1975), among others, abou t

the large number of Ukrainians who changed to Russian ethnic identity i n

the 19th and 20th centuries are not inconsistent with there being a lo w

actual rate of ethnic russification among the non-Russian Slavic groups .

Most of the ASSR nationalities, on the other hand, have a much greate r

tendency to russify ethnically than the non-Russian Slavic groups, but be -

cause their populations are small compared to the non-Russian Slavs, the y

contribute a much smaller number of people to the Russian gain . Among th e

Karelians, for example, 173 per thousand in the 0-38 age cohort are esti-

mated to have russified ethnically between 1959 and 1970 (using the USS R

cohort survival proportions), more than 15 times the estimated proportio n

of Ukrainians who reidentified . But the Karelians contributed only an es-

timated 17 .3 thousand people to the Russian gain between 1959 and 1970 - -

less than 3 percent of the total and less than 7 percent of the estimate d

number of Ukrainians who russified .

Russian s

Non-Russia n

Slav s

Non-Slavs



Implication s

Although many scholars have asserted that extensive ethnic assimilatio n

has occurred in Tsarist Russia and the Soviet Union, little effort ha s

been devoted to making quantitative estimates of assimilation . There i s

almost no published work assessing the relative rates of assimilation o f

different non-Russian nationalities (but see Anderson 1978 and Lewis, Row -

land, and Clem 1976) .

	

Also estimates and projections of the future ethni c

composition of the USSR have made no allowance for assimilation .

We think the rates of assimilation are valid within the ranges given ,

although the estimates are not definitive .

	

In particular, problems con -

cerning the available age and mortality data by ethnic group make us hesi-

tate to provide exact estimates of the number reidentifying for particula r

nationalities . But even using a wide range of assumptions about the actu-

al survival rates between census dates, we have produced estimates of th e

proportions ethnically reidentifying that fall within narrow bands .

The differences in the estimated rates of ethnic reidentification ar e

generally consistent with the results of cross-sectional analyses of lin-

guistic russification among the non-Russian nationalities .

	

The groups

showing the greatest propensity toward ethnic russification are the tradi-

tionally Orthodox Christian nationalities, especially those whose officia l

homelands in the Soviet state structure are below the level of union re -

public .

All nationalities whose official homelands were union republics showe d

low estimated rates of ethnic reidentification between 1959 and 1970 . Th e

most surprising result of our estimates is the low rate of ethnic reiden-

tification by Ukrainians and Belorussians .

	

These kindred Slavic group s

provide a large reservoir from which self-identified Russians have appa-

rently been drawn in the past and might be drawn in the future ; but thei r

propensity toward ethnic reidentification is not very strong .

The inter-group differences in the proportions ethnically reidentifyin g

between 1959 and 1970 probably correlate closely with group experience s

during most of the period since the 1917 Revolution . To be sure, russifi -

cation of many of the ASSR nationalities is not of recent origins .

	

I t

dates essentially from their Christianization by Russian missionaries i n

the two or three centuries prior to the 1917 Revolution .

	

But the ver y

high proportions reidentifying that we estimate for many of the ASSR-leve l

nationalities for the 1959-1970 period are likely to be of more recent or -

igin .

	

Ethnic groups cannot long withstand continual losses of up to 3 0

percent of their 9-18 year olds through assimilation in an eleven-yea r

period . At the same time, because before the Revolution the Tsarist go-

vernment actively tried to russify the Ukrainians and Belorussians, th e

low estimated proportions reidentifying in 1959-1970 for these nationali-

ties may also be a fairly recent phenomenon .

Change in ethnic self-identification in the census is a change i n

self-applied labels .

	

It does not necessarily denote change in everyda y

conduct, in cultural preferences, or in preferences for associating wit h

members of particular nationalities . Moreover, in some cases, the choic e
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of an ethnic label on the census may be more a matter of convenience tha n

of conviction -- to avoid discrimination or persecution, for example .

Nonetheless, we think Soviet scholars are correct in asserting tha t

change in ethnic self-labels is generally not made lightly and that i t

typically implies a serious change in ethnic attachments .

	

It is also

likely to be linked to other behaviors such as ethnic intermarriage .

	

Alt -

hough erstwhile Ukrainians, Karelians, or Mordvinians who come to cal l

themselves Russian may still maintain sentiments or habits that mark the m

as Ukrainian, Karelian, or Mordvinian, they are likely to try to blen d

into Russian society and to intermarry with Russians . If not they them-

selves, then more likely their children, will come truly to regard them -
selves as Russians .



III .

	

ADDITIONAL WORK I N PROGRESS

The three subprojects described in the previous section are supplement-

ed by additional research on Soviet language and nationalities policy an d

processes .

	

In this section we describe four areas of research that ar e

either partly or substantially complete at this time .

	

Each of these area s

involves the generation of large new data sets and addresses subjects o f

research that generally have not been addressed empirically in previou s

research .

A . LINKING POLICY TO ETHNIC REIDENTIFICATIO N

The official ideology of the Communist Party envisions the eventual el-

imination of distinctions among nationalities .

	

It is widely believed i n

the West that much of Soviet nationalities policy has been directed towar d

achieving this end . We argue on the basis of our study of Soviet school -

language policy that the actual practice of Soviet nationalities polic y

has neither invariably favored nor produced the elimination of linguisti c

differences .

In particular, the maintenance and expansion of opportunities for non -

Russian schoolchildren to obtain instruction in their ethnic group's trad-

itional language as a subject of study appears to provide significant sup -

port for the maintenance of the non-Russian languages, even as the numbe r

of hours per week devoted to study of the Russian language has increased .

Moreover, the most important factors accounting for the spread of the Rus-

sian language among the non-Russian nationalities are social-demographi c

rather than political (Silver 1978) .

We plan to investigate the extent to which social-demographic and poli-

tical factors can account for the different rates of ethnic reidentifica -

tion among the nationalities . We expect to find again that the main forc-

es accounting for the ethnic russification of non-Russian ethnic group s

are those that have been operating for generations, in particular the in -

creasing contact between the non-Russians and Russians and the increasin g

urbanization of the non-Russians .

At the same time, however, we expect language policy to have an indi-

rect effect on the rate of assimilation through its effect on shift in na -

tive language .

	

Specifically, earlier work (Anderson 1978) suggests tha t

change to Russian as native language is a very strong predictor of futur e

ethnic russification .

	

We think change in native language is typically a

crucial and often a nearly conclusive step in a process of assimilation .

This is the position taken by leading Soviet ethnic demographers .

	

Once a
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person has taken such a step, the next step in the process, change i n

ethnic self-identification, is likely to be easy .

	

Therefore, although o n

balance the manipulation of linguistic opportunities through the schoo l

system has had comparatively little impact on shift of mother tongue t o

Russian, manipulation of linguistic opportunities could affect ethni c

reidentification (russification) under certain conditions, namely when op-

portunities to study the non-Russian languages even as subjects in schoo l

are limited .

The estimates of ethnic reidentification described earlier are age-spe-

cific, that is, they reflect the experiences not of entire nationalitie s

but of age cohorts within these nationalities . The most appropriate wa y

to test for the effects of governmental policy on ethnic reidentificatio n

would also involve analysis based on age cohorts .

	

Accordingly, we hav e

developed from the 1959 and 1970 Soviet census reports a set of data on

language behavior by age cohort . To test for the effects of language po-
licy on the language behavior of age cohorts, we shall use the data on

school-language policy to develop measures of the policy that was probabl y

in effect when each age cohort was in school .

In most of our work to date (Silver 1978 ; Anderson and Silver 1982a) ,

we have assessed the effects of school-language policy through an analysi s
of the language behavior of the population not broken down by age .

	

In an-
alyzing the effects of school-language policy by age cohort, we will ta-

citly be assessing the effects of school-language policy historically .

Since the experiences of age cohorts and of nationalities vary, i f

school-language policy can be shown to affect the language behavior by ag e
cohort, we can measure the long-term impact of the differential treatmen t
of nationalities on linguistic assimilation .

	

We can then estimate th e
possible impact of the differential treatment of nationalities in school s
on their rates of ethnic reidentification .

B . SCHOOL TEXTBOOK PRESS RUN S

The analysis of school-language policy described in Section II of thi s

report relied on measures of policy that reflect the highest class leve l

in which school textbooks in math-science or language-literature were pub -

lished .

	

Although such measures in themselves are important indicators o f

the government's commitment to the maintenance of the non-Russian languag-

es, they do not reflect the extent to which the languages are available i n

the schools . To measure availability, additional information is provide d

in Knizhnaia letopis' and Ezhegodnik knigi SSSR for most years since 1934 .

Namely, it is possible to determine the size of the press run (tirazh) fo r

school textbooks by subject, by class level, and by the language in whic h

the texts were written .

Although the relation between the size of the press run of textbooks i n

a given subject in a particular year and the size of the contingent o f

schoolchildren studying in the language in that year is not likely to b e

one-to-one, the tirazh information should provide a reasonable approxima-

tion for purposes of comparing the experiences of different ethnic groups .
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In making such comparisons, we can benefit from our work on estimatin g

the age distributions of nationalities .

	

Specifically, we will estimat e

the relationship between the size of the press run of textbooks in a

group's traditional language (in courses in math-science and language-lit -

erature) and the estimated size of the cohort of pupils in the given clas s

level . To minimize the error in estimating the size of the single-yea r

school cohorts, we will calculate the ratio between the tirazh and the

number of children of the particular nationality (by class level) only fo r

years close to the recent census dates :

	

1959, 1970, and 1979 .

Preliminary work with the tirazh data alerted us to the need to us e

some form of smoothing procedure to take into account the fact that th e

year of publication of the textbooks does not correspond to the academi c

calendar, as well as the fact that books may be published in a given cal-

endar year for use in more than one academic year (especially when th e

used book market is considered) . This work also suggested that examina-

tion of information on the size of the press run can provide useful infor-

mation that will complement the analysis we have done so far on schoo l

textbooks .

The main limitation of the tirazh data will be the limited number o f

years for which the data can be used effectively . The main attraction o f

the data is that, if they are used with caution, they will give us a

systematic measure of the extent to which the non-Russian languages hav e

been used at each grade level and for each nationality .

Data on the size of the printing of math-science and language-litera-

ture textbooks will help us to determine how many non-Russian pupils ar e

enrolled in the type 3 "national" (non-Russian) schools described earlie r

and how many are in the type 2 "Russian" schools . .By comparing the num-

bers of schoolchildren of a particular nationality estimated to be en -

rolled in classes at a given class level in math-science and in language-

literature, we can interpret the difference between these two numbers a s

the number enrolled in the type 2 "Russian" schools .

Because the nationalities whose official territories are union republ-

ics have all had at least some schools where their traditional languag e

served as the primary medium of instruction through complete secondar y

education, only the tirazh data can provide systematic estimates of the

differences in native-language schooling among these nationalities .

C . NEWSPAPER DATA

Although the data we have collected on school textbooks provide a ric h

source of information on government policy toward the non-Russian nation-

alities, their utility is limited by the fact that they reflect polic y

only at a highly aggregated level . They answer the question : What wa s

the policy toward maintenance of the nationality's language on the whole ?

Only on the basis of subsidiary information from published Soviet source s

do we know where in the Soviet Union particular languages are used in th e

schools .

	

This subsidiary information is very incomplete .
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We therefore sought a way to determine the government ' s support fo r

particular languages that could be linked unambiguously to the social an d

demographic characteristics of the populations in particular geographi c

locations . Work by Szporluk (1979) brought to our attention an importan t

source of information on Soviet language policy .

	

This is the Chronicle o f

the Periodical Press (Letopis' periodicheskikh izdanii), which has bee n

published in several volumes covering the years 1946 to 1975 . This Chro-

nicle reports information on the language and the size of the press ru n

(tirazh) of every official newspaper published in the USSR during thes e

years . Newspapers sponsored at every level of the administrative hier -

archy, from the USSR-level down to the rural district, are included .

For each year, we have coded several key pieces of information abou t

every newspaper listed in the Chronicle :

	

the type of newspaper (e .g . ,

general news, sports, agriculture), the administrative level of its spon-

sors (e .g ., all-Union, union republic, province, city, district), the nam e

of the administrative unit served (e .g ., name of republic, city, or pro-

vince), the type of sponsor (Party, state, ministry, trade union, etc .) ,

the frequency of publication, the tirazh, and the language or languages i n

which the newspaper was written .

	

In all, the data set consists of abou t

60,000 card images . As of now, the data have been coded, but the punchin g

has not been completed .

We coded so much information not only because of its value for the im-

mediate purposes of this project but also because of the potential fo r

other types of analysis (see section IV of this report) .

	

For our curren t

project, the most important feature of the newspaper data is that the y

provide a measure of applied language policy for specific geographic loca -

tions . The newspaper data tell us about official use of particular lan-

guages in administrative units that are even more refined than those fo r

which the Soviet census data are reported .

With these data we can determine empirically the relationship over tim e

between the availability of newspapers by language and key characteristic s

of the population, such as its size, ethnic composition, education, an d

native language and second language preferences and capabilities . We

shall test two main alternative hypotheses :

	

(a) that the availability o f

newspapers is essentially determined by the ethnic-linguistic compositio n

of the population, i .e ., by the "market " ; (b) that the availability o f

newspapers is essentially determined by political and other factors tha t

shape, more than they actually reflect, market demand . We will examin e

the relationship between the availability of newspapers, the formal poli-

tical status of the nationality, and the provision of native-language

schooling .



D . STANDARDIZATION OF ETHNIC GROUP POPULATION S

The analysis of bilingual schooling policy described earlier employ s

data on the population of Soviet nationalities from both the 1926 and 195 9
censuses . The 1926 census report publishes data for about 190 narodnost i

("peoples") . The 1959 and later Soviet censuses publish data for abou t

125 natsional'nosti ("nationalities") .

	

The difference between these num-

bers is attributable in part to the change from using the concept "people "

to using the concept "nationality ."

	

It is attributable in part also t o

assimilation of some small ethnic groups .

	

But it is probably primaril y

attributable to formal reclassification of ethnic groups by the Centra l

Statistical Board .

	

In making this reclassification, the Board relied o n

the work of Soviet ethnographers .

It is not widely recognized among Western scholars who use Soviet cen-

sus data that the "nationalities" included in the recent censuses are syn-

thetic .

	

In each census, people were asked to name their own nationality ,
which was recorded verbatim by the census enumerator . The Central Statis-

tical Board then used a "Glossary of Nationalities" to recode the verbati m

responses into a list of official nationalities .

	

In the 1959 census, fo r

example, 733 different ethnic titles appeared in the verbatim response s

(Isupov 1964 : 11), which were then aggregated into 126 nationalities fo r

use in the census report .

Fortunately, from the Foreign Demographic Analysis Division of the U .S .

Department of Commerce, we have been able to obtain copies of the officia l

Soviet glossaries used for recoding the verbatim responses on nationalit y

in the 1959 and 1970 Soviet censuses . These glossaries by themselves do

not clarify the fates of all of the "peoples" listed in the 1926 Sovie t

census report .

	

But on the basis of the glossaries as well as Soviet eth -

nographic and linguistic literature, we have been able to determine wit h

fair certainty how each of the 190 narodnosti from the 1926 census map s

onto the 126 natsional'nosti in the 1959 and 1970 Soviet census reports .

The predominant majority of the "extra" ethnic titles in the 1926 cen-

sus consists of groups that in the later censuses have been treated a s

subgroups of larger nationalities .

	

For example, the 1926 census treate d

as separate "peoples" such groups as the Tatars, Mishars, Teptiars ,

Kriashens, and Nagaibaks ; in the 1959 and later Soviet censuses, all o f

these groups have been aggregated together and counted as "Tatars . "

For our own analyses using 1926 census data on ethnic groups, we devel-

oped an exhaustive mapping of the 1926 narodnosti onto the 1959 (and la -

ter) natsional'nosti .

	

We plan to write a paper describing and documentin g

the basis of the mapping so that researchers might have a set of rule s

standardizing the definitions of ethnic group populations across Sovie t

censuses .



IV . PRIORITY AREAS IN FUTURE RESEARC H

In conducting our current research project, we became aware of severa l

subjects deserving further research . We shall identify two such area s

here that we think are especially important and promising, and that w e

plan to pursue when our current project is completed .

A . FURTHER APPLICATIONS OF NEWSPAPER DATA

In the previous section we described our plan to use data on Sovie t

newspaper press runs by language as an indicator of govermental policy to -

ward particular nationalities .	 Once that analysis is completed, we expec t

to have a good understanding of the relationship between population char-

acteristics and newspaper publication . We think what we learn from tha t

analysis can be put to another use :

	

estimating the ethnic composition o f

particular cities and rural districts (raiony) .

The smallest administrative units for which the recent Soviet censuse s

report data on the ethnic composition of the population are the urban an d

rural populations of entire provinces (oblasti) . The one exception is th e

reporting of data for the capital cities of union republics .

	

Province s

and union republic capital cities have very large and often ethnicall y

very heterogeneous populations -- populations numbering in the hundreds o f

thousands or the millions . Soviet census reports do not provide any dat a

for small units of analysis comparable in size to the "census tracts" em -

ployed in the U .S . census .

Consequently, if one wants to determine the level of ethnic mixing i n

the USSR based on data in Soviet census reports, one is restricted to mea-

sures for large population aggregates . The population of a given provinc e

may be composed 40 percent of Kazakhs, 30 percent of Russians, 20 percen t

of Ukrainians, and the remainder of Central Asian nationalities .

	

But whe -

re in the province do the members of the different nationalities live? D o

they live in close proximity to one another? Although there is no way t o

get data for units comparable to U .S . census tracts, we think there is a

way to make much more refined estimates of ethnic mixing than are current-

ly feasible from Soviet census data .

The data on newspapers cover all official newspapers, including no t

only the USSR-level papers but those for every republic, province, city ,

and rural district . We can learn from these data for a given (hypotheti -

cal) province in the Ukraine that had eight cities and seventy rural dis -

tricts, which of those cities and rural districts had newspapers writte n

only in Ukrainian, which had newspapers only in Russian, which had bot h

Ukrainian and Russian newspapers, and so forth .

	

Similarly, for particula r
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provinces of the Central Asian republics we can determine for each cit y

and rural district whether newspapers were published in Russian, Uzbek ,

Tadzhik, Turkmenian, or other languages .

Therefore, available data on newspapers published in specific small ad-

ministrative units might be used indirectly to infer the ethnic composi-

tion of particular cities and districts .

	

It is for this reason that w e

have coded the newspaper data in such detail .

	

In the current project, w e

employ the detailed data to provide a more refined measure of officia l

language policy and to determine indirectly the extent of ethnic mixin g

within provinces and republics . In future, we plan to use these data (i n

combination with other available information) to develop estimates of th e

ethnic composition of Soviet cities and districts .

B . RE-ESTIMATES OF SOVIET DEMOGRAPHIC DAT A

An important part of our current project requires the use of populatio n

data from Soviet census reports and other Soviet publications as well a s

estimates of age distributions and other Soviet population characteristic s

by Western scholars .

	

Measurement of ethnic reidentification was compli -

cated by the lack of mortality data for ethnic groups and by peculiaritie s

in the categories used in Soviet census reports, especially for the re -

porting of age data .

	

For example, to align the cohorts between censuses ,

we had to estimate the single year age distributions for ethnic groups .

In addition, age distributions for several Soviet ethnic groups at re -

cent census dates are missing .

	

No age distributions are yet available fo r

the 1979 Soviet census, and we have heard several comments attributed to

Soviet scholars that age data will not be reported at all from that cen-

sus .

The procedures adopted in this project for dealing with these dat a

problems are adequate for this project's objectives . For example, we ar e

able to show that estimates of ethnic reidentification are reasonably ro -

bust under varying assumptions about survival rates . The relative propen-

sities of different nationalities to reidentify ethnically can be deter -

mined through the use of a range of survival assumptions between 1959 and

1970 and attribution of estimates of the single year age distribution fo r

the USSR-wide population to reported age groups of Soviet nationalities .

But our work on this project has alerted us to some very significan t

problems with extant data on the Soviet population . We believe thes e

problems merit . attention because insufficient awareness of them has al -

ready led to questionable conclusions about Soviet population problems an d

trends .

	

Four problem areas in particular not only deserve additional "ex -

posure" but also require technical corrections .

	

Fundamental demographi c

research is necessary so that scholars and analysts who must use officia l

Soviet population statistics can have the most reliable data possible wit h

which to work .



The first area is data on mortality .

	

Several analysts (e .g ., Eason

1981 ; Grupp and Jones 1982) have already given attention to the seriou s

problems with Soviet mortality statistics as well as to how recent im-

provements in the quality of the Soviet data may have led to a misin-

terpretation of the nature and extent of the "mortality crisis" in the So -

viet Union .

We think work on Soviet mortality statistics needs to be taken a ste p

further .

	

In particular, to make reliable projections of the growth an d

distribution of the Soviet population -- as a whole and by region -- tech-

nical adjustments and corrections to Soviet mortality data are essential .

This requires a thorough evaluation and re-estimation of published lif e

tables both for the USSR as a whole and for regions .

In addition, we think it not only important but also feasible to mak e

estimates of mortality by ethnic group, at least for the larger nationali-

ties . Such an effort would not only make it possible to derive more pre-

cise estimates of rates of assimilation by ethnic group but also woul d

help to improve projections of the ethnic composition of the Soviet popu-

lation .

The second problem area is with age data from the recent Soviet census -

es .

	

For estimating ethnic reidentification between censuses, we have re -

lied heavily on work by others (e .g ., Brackett 1964 ; Baldwin 1973 ; Birabe n

1976) on estimates of the single year age distributions for the Soviet po -

pulation as a whole in 1959 and 1970 .

	

Single year age distributions pla y

a vital role in projecting population growth, in calculating several kind s

of age-specific rates (e .g ., employment, fertility, entrants to workin g

ages and to military conscription age), and in reconciling inconsisten t

age categories used in different censuses .

We think the currently available single year age estimates are compe-

tently done and are useful for many purposes . But we also found certai n

anomalies in these estimates that make their use for some purposes ques-

tionable, in particular for projecting population growth of the Soviet Un-

ion .

	

For example, the implied number of people surviving (by sex) fro m

1959 to 1970 in single year age cohorts was sometimes implausibly high ,

and the entire distribution of implied survival rates was inordinatel y

jagged . We think the available single year of age estimates for the So-

viet population as a whole need a thorough examination and, where appro -

priate, revision .

Furthermore, the existing estimated single year age distributions appl y

to the Soviet population as a whole, not to regional populations or ethni c

groups . Given the wide variation in age patterns among Soviet regions an d

ethnic groups, adequate projection of future growth and composition of th e

Soviet population depends on the development of regional and ethnic grou p

single year age distributions for the 1959 and 1970 censuses . We believ e

sufficient data are now available in Soviet sources to make such regiona l

and ethnic group estimates .

In addition, if it is true that age data from the 1979 census are no t

going to be published (or not published in any detail), then a substantia l
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effort will have to be made to develop estimates of the 1979 ag e

distribution of the Soviet population .

	

Derivation of reliable estimate s

for 1979 will depend in part on the quality of the estimated age distribu -

tions for 1970 .

A third problem area is with Soviet data on fertility . There are two

main deficiencies with published Soviet statistics on fertility .

	

First ,

the statistics report overall fertility rather than marital fertility .

This confounds marital fertility rates with marriage rates and makes i t

difficult to analyze the underlying processes behind fertility change .

Second, fertility rates are reported by region but not by ethnic group .

The latter point deserves emphasis .

	

Almost all research on Soviet re -

gional patterns of fertility and mortality assumes either explicitly o r

implicitly that data on the vital rates of regional populations are rea -

sonable surrogates for data on ethnic groups .

	

Scholars almost invariabl y

explain regional differences in fertility and mortality in terms of so-

cioeconomic or cultural characteristics of the indigenous ethnic groups o f

the regions .

The largest part of the regional differences probably does derive fro m

ethnic group differences .

	

But most of the "nationality regions" (unio n

republics, autonomous republics, and so forth) are far from being ethni-

cally homogeneous ; and the extent of ethnic homogeneity varies greatl y

across regions at any given time and also changes over time due to migra-
tion and differential rates of natural increase of both the "indigenous "

and "non-indigenous" populations .

Accurate measurement of fertility rates for the USSR population and fo r

ethnic groups is important not only in itself but because of its role i n

making projections of population growth, the fourth problem area in Sovie t

statistics that we shall comment on .

	

Projection of growth of the Sovie t

population as a whole depends on three rates of change :

	

mortality, (in -

ternational) migration, and fertility .

	

We think our research establishe s

that accurate projection of the ethnic composition of the Soviet popula -

tion depends in addition on another rate of change :

	

ethnic reidentifica -

tion (assimilation) .

Efforts to estimate the future ethnic composition of the Soviet popula-

tion always rely on extrapolations from recent rates of natural increas e

or of intercensal population growth by nationality . We think extrapola -

tions based on rates of natural increase are likely to be misleading i f

they fail to take assimilation into account .

	

And we think extrapolation s

based on intercensal population growth are also likely to be misleading i f

they rely on the currently available age data for ethnic groups .

In sum, we think there should be a major effort in fundamental demo -

graphic estimation of mortality, age distributions, and marital fertilit y

for the Soviet population as a whole and for ethnic groups . This work i s

essential for obtaining indicators of underlying demographic processes ,

for describing patterns of demographic convergence and divergence amon g

regions and ethnic groups in the USSR, and for projecting the size an d

ethnic composition of the Soviet population .
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